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Abstract

The primary aim of thís practicum vtas to províde trainíng and

consul-tation to the staff of the Department of Farnily Services

(InterJ-ake Region) which was in the beginning stages of moving

from an individual focus to a famíly-focused approach.

Practicum interventions such as the presentation of in-service

training on systems theory and family theory as well as

consul-tation to staff members on actíve cases I^rere offered to

promote the development of the conceptual, perceptual and

executive skiIIs which are related to an ecofogical approach.

Another aím of the practicum was the development of a Family

Assessment Guide to facilitate standardized fanily assessmenL

across the community-based program. In that many of the

clients of the program are young children with disabilities

and their families, the Family Assessment Guide was desígned

to address the subsystems of the family which are normally

considered in farníIy-focused practice in conjunction with the

clientts social support system.
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L
CIIAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

l-.1 Aims of the Study

The central thrust of thís practicum T¡ras to provide

training and consultation to the staff of the Department of

Fanily Services, Interlake Region. The staff delivers a

community-based program that was in the beginning stages of

moving from an individual focus to a family-focused approach.

Program staff in the Communj-ty Living and Vocatíona1

Rehabilitation Branch wanted regional staff to become

effective in using an interactional approach to assess whether

stressed farnilies hrere in need of the support services offered

by the program or more extensive treatment which would

necessitate a referral to an outside agency" The

adninistrators and staff of the program held the belief that

the program would better serve the needs of clients when the

staff developed a beginning proficiency in anchoring practice

in clientst situational context. Practicum interventions, such

as the presentation of in-services and consultation to staff

on active cases, Iiüere to be of f ered to promote the development

of staff skíI1s related to an ecological approach across the

program.

Another aim of this practicum was the development of a

farnily assessment guide which would facititate standardized

family assessment by the staff. The assessment guide was to

be developed through an emergent process over a six-month

period as the product of a collaborative effort. Information-
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gathering questions incorporated into the assessment guide

hrere to be collected from several sources including Èhe

findings of recent studies on family functionÍng in families

with children with disabilities and staff suggestions after

they experimented with a prototype of the assessment guide ín

their practice. Additional infornation was to be provided

through a series of interviews with well-adjusted families

receiving service from the program.

L.2 Fxpected Educatipnal Benefits

I had several expectations of the practicum. It was to

províde me with the opportunity to enhance my skil]s ín

training and consultation to practitioners i¡Jorking in social

service agencíes. Also, it was to become familiar with the

unique features of a specific client population vthich were the

subject of the training and consultation-

I anticipated that carrying out the activities related to

thís practicum would deepen my understanding of the following

aspects of training and consultation:

l-. The theory of training and consultation

2" Methods and techniques of training and consultation

3. The steps or phases of training and consultation

4. The dilemmas which the trainee/consultee confront in

making a conceptual shift

5. The ímpact of the traineers/consulteers environment

(context) on training and consultation"



1-. 3 Terminology

Definitions are offered for the following terms as they

are central to the discussion presented in this report:

Training : For the purposes of thís report, training is

defined as the design and facíIitation of experiences which

tead to a relatívely stable change in the traineers practice

methods. A critical aspect of training is the provision of

structured experiences which direct the trainee through the

following five steps as nev¡ information is integrated into

practice :

r-) experiencing (activity) n 2) sharing reactions and

observations, 3) discussion of pattern and dynamics,

4) generalizing (inferring), and 5) applying generalizations

to practice (Pfeiffer and Jones' L980).

Consultation : There is no universal definition of the term

consultation. Within the context of this report, consultation

is seen as a collaborative partnership between a consultant

who has speciatized knowledge or expertise and a consul-tee v¡ho

has specialized knowledge about the context of the work

(Vüynne, Weber and McDanie1, Lg86). The essence of consultation

is problem-solving and goals are related to helping the

consultee find his/her ovln adaptive solution as opposed to

just seeking advice from the consultant. The focus of

consul-tation is on removing blocks to successful functioning
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(Irnber-Black, 1-988)" The consultantrs role is time-Iimited

and he/she takes a meta or differentiated position from the

consultation system (lrlynne et â1, 1986). The consultee

retains primary responsibility for decision making and the

implementation of recontmendations whích arise from the

consultation (B1ock, l-981- ; lrlynne et â1, l-986 ; Gallessich,

L982) "

A major role of consultants to human service

orqanizations is described by Gallessich as :

trtechnological expert or advisorrt whose function is to
introduce neht elements - information, concepts, perspectives,
values and skills into the agency to keep it' abreasÈ of
changing conditíons" (p. 8)

In human service organizations, consultants indirectly

serve a third party : the agenciest clients (Ga1lessich,

]-e82) .

Assessment : Within the context of fanily-focused practíce,

Hartman and Laird (1983) define assessment as the active

process of data gatherJ-ng, of seeking out connections and

meaning and of formulating hypotheses which give direction to

action. The goal of assessment is to enhance and enrich the

quality of life for individuals and fanilies.

Family - Focused Practice : A family - focused practice allovrs

for the provision of assessment, planning and intervention
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white focusing on family functioning. The practitioner ís

concerned with the patterns of relationships between parts

within the whole system. This orientation allows for attention

to at least three system levels. Freeman (L981-) identifies

the levels as the individual, the family and the community"

Freeman adds that a practitioner can move between and wíthín

any one of these system levels to produce change. This

concept dovetails with Hartman and Laird!s (1983) definition

of farnily focused practice which integrates an ecological

approach. They define family - centred practice as rra model

of practice (in social work) which locates the fanily in the

centre of the unit of attention or the field of actionrr. This

model of practice is concerned with transactions among person,

family and environment.

rrstronqrr Family : In the context of thís study, a rrstrongrl

family is one whích has made a posiÈive adjustment to

childhood disability'. Indicators of this adjustrnent may

include the following:

1. Family functioning is enhanced by the ínvolvement of

extended farnily, friends and professionals;

2. The special needs child is ttpartrr of the family as

opposed to being ín the rrcentrert of the family;

3. The farnily is able to meet the needs of the disabled

' These
functioning

ideas are drawn
in families with

from Truters research (l-988) on family
children who are disabled.
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child as wel-I as other children in the family;

4" The family is able to cope adequately with temporaryn

sítuatíonal crises.

FamiIv Assessrnent Guide : The Farnily Assessment Guide

presented in this practicum is a tool designed to standardize

farnily assessment which views farnily functioning withi-n an

ecotogical context. It T¡Ias designed through an emergent

process in conjunction with the staff of the Department of

Family Services in the Interlake region for use in their work

witn children with special needs and their families. Part 1

of the guide provides an orientation to a systemic approach in

completing a farnily assessment. Part 2 offers practitioners

a series of steps to follow in gathering and organizing data

to develop hypotheses pertaining to both rrstrongrr and

stressed families"



CHAPTER 2

I,ITERÀTURE REVIETÍ

2.L An Overview of the Systems Paradigm

2.L"1 fntroduction

During the last three decades, the rrsystems paradigrmrr has

been written about extensivety. The profusion of articles

related to systems theory in the farnily therapy literature is

an indication of the profound effect that systemíc concepts

have had on clinical practice with families. However, a

review of this body of literature uncovers a lack of

consistency among writers in the use of terms including
trparad.igmrr and rrepistemologytr " IrTriters such as Auerswald

(L987) and Constantine (1-989) have commented on the confusion

caused when writers are unclear in their use of terms such as

rrsystems thinkingrr and ttecological approachrr" To avoid

continuíng this confusion ín this report, specific definiÈions

will be offered for key terms used" rrParadigrnrt is defined as

a model or pattern and a set of rules which provides a method

of solving problems (Kuhn , L962) . Terms such as rrsystems

paradigmrr, rrsystems theoryrr and rrecological approachrr are

used interchangeably.

The systems paradigm is rooted in general systems theory.

Hov/ever, these terms are not equivalent (Kerr, 1981-).

General systerns theory concerns itself wíth explaining the

fundamentat and structural rules that can be considered vaIíd

for describing all systems, whatever their composition
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a(Guttman I L991,) " The systems paradign ís a rrmodelrr or set

of rules which is rooted in systems theory. Many

theoreticians atternpt to define or explain the systems

paradigm by contrasting it to linear or individual paradigrrns.

This is appropriate as systemic and linear paradigms offer

distinctly different hlays of conceptuatizing human behaviour.

Systemic paradigrms view individuals (subsystems) in retation

to all other subsystems to understand behaviour" Lj-near

paradigms focus on the individual and identify the rnotívation,

thought or action of any particular person as the cause of the

behaviour of another farnily member (DeI1, L982).

Kerr ( 1-981-) states that attempts to mix systemic and

l-inear paradigms reflect a faílure to apprecíate their

differences. This complements Kuhnrs (1-962) position that a

change in paradigm results in a transformation of vision. In

other r¡Iords, paradigrns af f ect judgement by ínf luencing

beliefs. This alIows nev/ connections to be made. The

remainder of this section of the report provides an overview

of the systems paradigrn by addressing the basic tenet,so a view

of synptom formation and the implications that this approach

has for farnily-focused practice. Contrasts torrlínear

paradigmsrr are offered.

2.L.2 The Basic Tenets

body of literature which addresses systems theory has
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become so extensive that it is difficutt to identify those

articles v¡hich best capture the essence of this approach"

Papp ( 1983 ) , Nichols (L984') , UmbargTer ( L983 ) and Guftman

(l-991-) provide comprehensive, Yet concise introductions to the

basic tenets of systems theory as it applies to family-focused

practice. There is compatibility in their work, Yet each

emphasizes different aspects of systems theory"

Papp (1983) states that the key concepts of systems

thinking have to do with wholeness, organization and

patterning" Events are studied within the context in which

they are occurring, and attention is focused on connections

and rel-ationships rather than on individual characteristics.

She states that the central ideas of this theory are that the

whole is considered to be greater than the sum of its parts ì

each part can only be understood in the context of the whole;

a change in any one part wílI affect every other part ; and

the whole regulates itself through a series of feedback loops

that are referred to as cybernetic circuits.

Níchols (1984) focuses on circularity as the central

conceptn meaning that no one evenL or piece of behaviour

causes another but, rather, that each is linked in a circular

manner to many other events and pieces of behaviour"

The concepts of homeostasis and feedback are

interconnected and intrinsic to understanding the facets of

change such as growth, adaptation and stability within the

parameters of systems theory. The concept of homeostasis
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explains the tendency of families and other social systems to

maintain a given configurational relationship among their

constituent elements (Guttnan, 199L). Homeostatic process can

exist within many contexts, linkíng many levels of

functioning.

umbarger (1983) emphasizes that periods of stability

within a system are beneficial in that information can be

processed and adapted by the system during these periods. He

articulates this point as follows:

Adaptiveness is best served by the system that remains
stabl-e añd processes informatíon and energy in such a way that
a relativety steady state of activity is maintaíned. This
stability called homeostasis is necessary for a system to
function effectively and without undue stress on its component
parts Any living system must alvrays be in a state of
áynamic tension, alternating between pressures for growth and
further differentiation, and states of periodic rest and
stasis ; those momentary plateaus that provide some respite
and relief from the pains of growing. (p" 11)

systems such as famíIies are continually changing.

Vüithin the framework of systemrs theory, the familyrs

chronological development and the irnpact of normative

events such as birth and marriage and less normative events

such as illness are deviation arnplifying. These events

activate positive feedback mechanisms and the fanily system

must adapt to these events (Nicho1s, L984). Therefore, what

we see as change ís sinply structurally-determined adaptaÈion.

As the family system adapts, change occurs in some aspect of

the farnily system (e.g., bal-ance of power or rules). There
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are limitations for change in family systems. Change and

stability must remain in some type of balance for a system to

remain intact (Guttman, 1991).

2. 1.3 Syrnptom Formation

In linear models, cause and effect theories are used to

explain problems/symptoms. For example, the relationship

between variables is perceived as : A causes B, which then

causes C. The implementation of these models in practice can

lead to viewing problems in an external and isolated waY, as

separate phenomena existing themselves. There is a tendency

to search for a root or original cause and such a view subtly

influences one to seek a cause corresponding in magnitude to

the eventual problen (üleakland, 1,976).

Nichols (1,984) states that the linear point of view is

based on a Newtonian model and supports Bateson¡s contention

that the world of living things is poorly presented by such a

model because it, neglects to account for communication and

relationships as well as force.

When linear paradigrns are applied to human behaviouro

problems have been seen as the consequence of inherent

personal factors physical, mental or moral atÈributes

characteristic of an individual, or of a group of individualso

that determines their rrbadrr or rrmadrr behaviour. In

de Shazerts (1985) terms, rrthe person becomes the problem.rl

Systernic approaches view symptom formation as related to
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the systemrs propensity to adapt, survive and maintain itself

as the component parts take actj-on and behave. Systems are

fluid and ever-changing. lrlhen the needs of the component

parts conflict with the goals of the total system, the system

attempts to regulate and control the behaviour of the

component parts.

The ídea of a balance of forces is central to systems

thinking. According to Kerr (198L):

when the balance of forces is seriously disturbed,
slrmptoms are not far behind. (p" 235)

In farnily-focused practj-ce informed by systems theory,

symptoms are víewed within the context of the whole system.

No one person or singJ-e cause is identified as rrthe problemr!

as no one person is considered to have unilateral control over

any other person (Papp, 1-983). Individuals and farnilies are

viewed as influencing and being influenced by the context

wiÈhin which they are living" The central question becomes:

what is maintaining the problem which results in a 'rstuck

systemrr ? Behaviour is viewed in relation to other behaviours

(Papp, l-983 ) .

2.L.4 Implications For Fainily-Focused Practice

When pathology is seen as existing within a person' a

concept which is fundamental to linear approaches,

interventions to produce change will reflect that frame of
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reference (Weakland, L976) " For example, a practitioner who

employs linear concepts in his/her practice may recommend

medicatíon or a behavioral program to reduce or control

symptoms. Sturkie (1986) summarizes interventions which are

consístent with linear approaches:

modes of intervention (what the worker does) may t'ake
one of two forms : either the worker attempts to facilitate
change primarily through verbal exchange and refl-ection or the
worker requests that the client engage in an actívity or
complete a task... the major goal is expansion of personal
al^Iareness. (p.61-4)

In family systems practíce, interventions are guided by

the concepts which are central to general systems theory

allowing for many points of entry to produce change in the

system (Hartman and Laird, l-983 ,' Freeman, l-981) . Ecological

models offer many opportunities for change as the system is

defined broadly to include the individual, his/her farnily and

the community. Vlith reference to this model, Auerswald (L987)

has coined the term rrecol-ogical glassesrt. He suggests that

family practitioners view the farnily from the broad

perspective of farnily and environment to assess how change may

be facilitated. The individual and fanily are not necessarily

the sole or even prime target for change. The wider social

context in which families live may be deemed as the better

target (Hartman and Laird, 1-983 ; frnber-Black i L99L) .

An assumption of a farnily systems perspective which has

implicatíons for practice ís the notion that the fanily is
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open, changing, and adaptive (Freeman, l-981-) . This construct

allows for interventions which emphasize indivíduaI and famíIy

strength as opposed to deficits (lrieakland, 1976 i de Shazer,

1e8s).

As practitioners incorporate systemic concepts into their

practice, they must develop skills in focusing their attention

on rrprocessrr aS opposed to rrcontentrr. The practitioner attends

to who speaks to whom, who looks to whom for support, rather

than note the content of what is being said (Umbarger, L983).

Selvini-Pal-azzoli (1980) recommends the use of circular

questioning to assist the practitioner in identifying

sequences of behaviour and repeatj-ng patterns occurring within

the system.

Imber-Black (1-985) emphasizes the value of applying

triadic concepts in family - focused practice. She states:

triads are often the building blocks of famity rules,
prescribíng I¡¡ho is with whom, I¡/ho is against l¡¡hom' how
ãecisions are made, what secrets are kept and by !,¡hom...
(p " 61)

Imber-Black applies concepts which embody triadic theory

to the assessment of larger systems - the family and systems

within its environment such as work systems, schools' health

care systems et cetera.

In summary, general systems theory allows practitioners

to understand families in a manner which allows for the
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íntegration of a great deal of complex information. Specific

concepts of systems theory such as homeostasis and feedback

are helpful in understanding change and stability as it

relates to families. Practitioners who wísh to make a

conceptual shift must learn theories and techniques which

support the shift.

2.2 Recent Trends in the Application of Systemic Concepts to

Fami'ly Adjustment to Childhood Disabil-ity

Increasingly, practitioners from a wide variety of

practice settings are applying systemic concepts in

understanding the needs of children with disabititíes and

their families. Irnplementation of these concepts have also

influenced the delivery of service to this population

(Seligrman and Darling, l-989). This shíft from an individual

to a fanily-focused approach recognizes that disability is a

family matter : chronic ill-ness or disability in one member

impacts on every one in the family (Leahey and !'Iríght, J-985;

Bishop, Epstein and Ba1dwin, L98L¡ Seligrnan and Darling,

l-989; Bernier, 1990). It also recognizes that the support

system which is developed and mobilized to meet the needs of

the child with a disability and his/her farnily has an inpact

on the farnity as does the family inpact on the support system

(Kazak, 1986r' Crnic, Friedrj-ch and Greenburg, 1983; Trute and
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Hauch, 1-988).

As the result of a paradigrmatic shift, many practitioners

have begun to ¡rthinkrr differently about stress and copinq as

it. relates to assessment and intervention. Instead of

focusinE on particular individuals in the fanily (usually the

mother or child who is disabled), or dyads in the fanily

(e.g., the rnother - child dyad), attention is focused on the

farnily as a whole. Atthough farnilies with numerous agency

involvement in their lives frequently ttappointrr one member to

serve in a conduít role between the family and the helpers,

practitioners who utilize systems concepÈs have been able to

remain in this framework (Inber-Black, L99i- ; Minuchin' 1986).

Seligman and Darling (l-989) suggest that a developmental

perspective is most helpful in assessing farnily functioning.

They note that since childhood disability is typically life

long, the stressors which irnpinge on family life and the

farnily patterns which evolve as the family attempts to copen

are continually evolving"

Trute and Hauch (l-988) studied fanilies which have

made a positive adjustment to the birth of a child with a

developmental disability to determine if consistent patterns

of coping and adjustment could be observed . As a result of

their findings, they advise practitioners to attend to spousal

relationships, social network functioning and coping

techníques when seeking to assist farnilies with ínfants who

are developmentally disabled. Trute and Hauch (1-988)
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concluded:

Our findings províded credence to the view that the birth
of a disabled child is, indeed, a family issue and one that
should be addressed across farnily systems rather than sole1y
focused on the rnedical and behavioral needs of the
incapacitated infants. (p " L92)

A systems approach to childhood disability is presently

advocated in fields such as nursing and rehabilitation which

traditionally have been person-centered in their approach to

the provision of service (Leahey and lriright, 1985 ; Schwentor

and Brown, L989). Leahey and Vüright (l-985) identify nine

basic assurnptions about families coping with chronic iLlness

to assist heal-th care professionals who are attempting to

Íntervene with farnilies as a unit. Leahey and l{right (1985)

do not address chitdhood disability exclusively. The

assumptions are as follows :

l-. There are predictable points of family stress when there

is a chronic illness.

2. Families vary in their tolerance for the patient's

physical condition"

3. Fanilies under stress tend to hotd to previously

proved patterns of behaviour, whether they are

effective or not.

4. Fanílies usually go through a grief-Ioss process

foltowing the diagnosis of a disabling condition.

5. FamilÍes play a significant role in the encouragement or
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7.

1-8

discouragernent of the f arnily member with a chronic

illness to participate in particular therapies.

Families react to particular ¡rillness behaviourrr "

Many fanilies have difficulty adjusting to a chronic

physical illness because they either have incorrect or

inadequate disease-related information.

lrlhen there is a chronic illness, families must adjust to

changes in expectations for each other"

A family's perception of the illness event has the

most influence upon their ability to cope. (pp.6l--63)

There are many indications that farníly coping is closely

tied to the development of a small, dense social support

network which is made up of farnily, friends and professionals,

particularly, when child care needs overwhelm the natural

resources of the family unit. The physical and emotional

demands on parents raising a child with special needs are best

met when the family is provided with easily accessible

information, sufficient respite and assistance in cornpleting

the tasks of daily life (Seligrnan and Darling' l-989).

There are dífferences between famiLies in their ability

to mobilize a support network as well as differences between

professionals in their ability to assess the functioning of

the larger system which includes individual, farnily and

members of the support network (Seligman and Darling' 19BB í

Leahey and V[right, ]-985 ; Irnber - Black, l-988). Leahey and

B.

o
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Wright (1-985) encourage health care professionals to consider

the importance of the triangte that forms when working with a

farnily with a chronically ill menber stating :

The triangle consists of the patient, the family, and the
health care system with a1l facets j-nteracting with each other
and having an influence upon one another. At times, the
health care professional rnay find hinself caught between the
patient and other family members.... (p. 63)

fn summary, a review of the current literature addressing

family adjustnent to childhood disability indícates that

practitioners from a wide range of practice settings are

shifting to a farnily-focused perspective in understanding the

needs of this population. Clearly, childhood disability is a

fanily matter and a focus on stress and copÍng is helpful in

providing service to these famil-ies. Positive coping is tied

to cohesion in the marital subsystem and the development' of a

small, dense support network. Ongoing assessment is irnportant

in the provision of service as disability is typically life

long and the farnily and its needs are constantly changing.

2.3 nesigning Training Programs

2.3.1 Introduction

This section of the literature review addresses the

design of training programs which facilitate a conceptual

shift from an individual focus to a fainily focus in practice.
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It also looks at : the impact of context on training, in-

servíce training, studies which address the efficacy of

training programs and the inpact of training on practitioners

as they shift from a linear to a systemíc paradign in

practice.

2.3.2 The Function of Didactic and Experiential Learning

in Training

Training programs which are effective in creating change

in trainees through learning must address theory, knowledge

and practice skills as well- as facilitate the integration of

theory ínto practice. Aponte and Van Deusen (1-9Bi-) state that

training programs must address rrnot just, hlays of thinkíng, but

skills for doingrr. In fact, effective family practice seems

to depend on a synthesis of cognitive and intervention skills

(Colapinto, 1990 ; Liddle, l-990).

Definitive answers or rrtruthsrr about the best or correct

methods of designing training programs to facil-itate a

conceptual shift or to teach practitioners the theory and

techniques of farnily practice are not found in the literature.

There is no consensus on how best to achieve the previously

stated goals (Liddle | 1-991-). Instead, there exists a wide

variety of training models. The literature in thís area is

diverse and nonconformist and the preeminent characteristic of

this literature is its heterogeneity (Haley, t976 ; Liddle,

LeeL) "
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Training programs are generally categorized by the

emphasis placed on theory and practice or the lack of it. For

example, in reviewing the predominant training programs, one

observes a wide range in design including everything from rrall

technique and no theoryrr approaches at one end of the

contínuum and |tall theory and no techniquerr approaches at the

other end. Models which strive for an interpenetration of

theory and practice are viewed as falling ínto the niddle of

the contínuum.

In the literature, the terms ¡'thinking't and ttdoingrr are

often applied to the domains of theory and practice in

traíning. Trainers generally hold st,rong beliefs around the

ef f icacy of ttthinkingt' and ttdoingrr and these belief s are

reflected in the format of the programs offered" Some may

view this as a rrchicken-and-eggrr situation does teaching

ttdoingrt also teach ttthÍnkingtt and vice versa.

As previously rnentioned, the varíous schools of fanily

therapy differ widely in their training pract,ices" Haley!s

(I976) framework for consídering training orientations is

useful in examining the emphasis which the various dominant

schools place on didactic versus experiential learning.
Itorientation Arr f ocuses on insight and growth, while
fforientation Zn focuses on problem solving and behaviour

change. V'Iithin the context of this framework, some trainers

may view Bowenrs training model as an example of rrOrientation

Aff as the training program is long term (e.9. o three to four
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years) and does not emphasize technique" In fact, a clear

understanding of theory is more important in this trainíng

approach than technique. Since it so focused on the traineers

personal growth, training in the Bowen approach seems

indistinguishable from personal therapy. On the other hand,

the training philosophy of the brief therapy models fits well

under the rrOrientation Ztt category as they of fer a no-

nonsense, minimalistic approach to training. Learning is

assumed to occur best by ttdoingrr and training in theory is not

a major feature.

Most models fit somewhere between the rrArr and ttZtt of

Haleyrs framework. An approach which falIs into the rnidrange

is Haleyrs (I976) training modeÌ. His personal training

philosophy is rrlearning by doing¡t. Dídactics and theoretical

acquisition are valued but ninimized. His philosophy

incorporates the belief that theory groüts out of action and

experience. The teaching of techniques is an important part

of the training model-. Haleyts (I976) phílosophy of training

becomes apparent in the following statement:

The kind of therapy ernphasized here cannot be learned by
reading about it, by hearing lectures about ít, or by having
discussions. It cannot even be learned by watching others do
it. (p. L8l-)

Training in the structural model also incorporates both

didactic and experiential learning. Theory/didactic seminars

are offered to integrate theoretical ideas wíth practice whiLe

direct observation and live supervision are seen as
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fundamental to training" This model ernphasizes personal

growth in that it addresses trainee development. Trainees are

taught to be cognizant of the inpact that they have on the

fanilies they vrork with. The following statement, by Aponte

and Van Deusen (l-981) reflects the training philosophy of the

structural t,raining model:

there is a place for literature and lectures to
communícate concepts and informational data, hora/evero this
mode of teaching is not the most profitable for the
practitioner who must develop v/ays of thinking and skíIls for
doing" (p.338)

I'Ihitaker and Keithts (1-981-) position on the design of

effective training programs is quite different from Aponters

(l-98i-). !,IhiIe Aponte (1-981-) integrates didactic and

experiential learning, Vlhitaker (L98L) recommends that

didactic experiential modules be offered sequentially. This

training practice is based on his assumption that learning

occurs in stages rrlearning about, learni-ng to do and

learning to berr. (p. 22L) lrlhitaker and Keith (1-981-) state

that learning rraboutrt is best done ín seminars and workshops,

while learning to ¡rdorr requires the pressure of clinicai-

experience.

Recommendations regarding the design of training programs

are also found Ín the business administration literature. For

example, Simpson (l-981-) suggests a formula-like approach to

trainers to assist them in making decisions about the ratio of
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didactic to experiential components in traini-ng programs. He

suggests that two factors 1) the cornplexity of the subject

matter and 2) learner resistance, are salient determinants in

selecting a format for training. In situations where both

resistance and complexity are judged to be low, he believes

that didactic approaches to learning such as readingso

lectures and films are sufficient to create change ín the

trainee. However, when complexity and resistance are judged

to be highn he recommends that activities be offered which

allow for a hiqh leve1 of interaction between trainees, and

between trainees and the subject matter. He suggests that

methods such as role plays, experientiaL lectures and

interactíve case studies be employed in these situations"

As experiential learning is ernphasized in most training

programs, the concepts and practices related to it bear

further attention. The process of experiential education is

complex as it is closely tied to learning theory which is

subject to interpretatÍon by the trainer" Vogt and Murrell

(L990) identify the major tenets of learning theory which are

relevant to adults :

l-. Adu1ts learn when what they are learning is relevant to

them.

2. Adults learn best when the climate or atrnosphere for

Iearning is non judgmental and support'íve.

3. They learn when they are committed (i.e.o to the

learning, to their o!ìtn growth, to the organization, to
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others) .

They learn when they understand the personal context of

new learning (Where am I now? Where am I going?

How will I get there?). They want a map of the world as

wel-I as a road map for a short trip.

Adults learn when all of their senses are stimulated.

Adults learn best when they are active (i.e. n when they

discuss, influence, or participate) .

They learn when they receive constructive feedback, be

that feedback reflective or eval-uative in nature.

Adults learn at their own pace. Again, the principle of

individual differences is reinforced. (p. 54)

Experiential education, also caIled l-aboratory education,

is a cyclical process. Vogt and Murrell (l-990) offer the

following defínition of the process:

after immediate concrete experiences, l-earners observe
and reflect on their activities; their observations are
brought together to form a rrtheoryrt from which nevl
implications for their behaviour are generated; these
implicatÍons then serve as guides for learners as they
practice new learning experiences. Experiential education sees
learning as a transactíon between a fluid and unfixed learner
and environment; each therefore undergoes change. (p. 55)

The most conmon types of activities used in experiential

education are intensive small groups; structured learning

experiences which may include act,ivities such as video

F

6.

7.

8.
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presentations and simulations (ro1e plays) ; and rrback-home¡t

applications (Vogt and Murrell, L990). Gallessich (7982)

believes that srnall supervisory groups are useful in

addressing interpersonal skills which have been learned from

prevíous training as small group experiences can be taíIored

to fit trainee needs. She betieves that rrback homerr or field

learning experiences are most effective when supported by

smaII group supervision to help trainees organize their

experiences and develop analytic skiIIs, for example, weighing

conseguences of alternative actions. This process provides

support to trainees as they learn to make decisions based on

both a theoretical framework and on a realistic assessment of

the actual fíeld situation.

Gallessich (L982) suggests that a sma1l group

configuration in experiential learning offers opportunities

for peer feedback and provides an analogue to the fiel-d

placernent. In her opinion, a group context is more likely to
rrexposert interpersonal difficulties or themes in a more lucid

form than is possible in the context of one-to-one supervision

(e.g., a personal style which is counterproductive). The

small group may also be used by trainees to try out new

insights and behaviour in a supportive environment.

New issues are being addressed in the field of traíning.

Traditionatly, debate about the relative value of didactic

learning versus experiential learning prevailed in the

literature, Presently, a focus of discussion is the goal of
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training. There is a growing consensus that a central

training task is to produce practítioners who can think for

themselves (Lidd1e, L99I). There is evidence that trainers in

other fields are able to belj-eve in the importance of

activities that seek to help trainees develop índependence and

a personal way of constructing their ov¡n practice, regardless

of their field.

2.3.3 In-service Training

It is difficult for professionals working in the fíe1d to

keep abreast of all the changes and reconmendations for

Ímprovements. Administrators can help plug the gaps between

staff members¡ competencies and current job requirements by

organizing in-service training for staff (Robinson, L99o¡

Gallessich, 1982). In-service training, one of the rnost

widely used methods of didactic learning, can be an effective

strategy when designed to meet the specific needs of

practitioners in the fietd"
I¡lhile in-service education has proven to be useful in

creating change in practitioners through learning, the context

of ín-service programs also presents challenges to the

trainer. For example, material selected must be suitable for

tirne-lirníted presentation as in-service programs general-Iy

last only one or two days at a time. A1so, content must be

related to the workplace to be valued due to the fact that the

value of in-service training is anchored in both economic and
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conceptual rationales (Liddle , 1,991) "

There is no single rnethod of providing in-service
training which is superior to a1t others. Robinson (1990)

offers a method which has applicability ín a wide variety of

settings. Robinson¡s model is comprehensive in Èhat it offers

a guide which leads the traíner through aLl stages of in-

service traíning from conducting a needs assessment to

analyzing evaluations of the training"
Robinson (1990) identifies lack of Èransference as one of

the major problems with the traditional ttone-shotrr in-service

in that a number of the ideas presented during the training

are forgotten shortly after. To maximize transference, he

recommends that trainers include activities that demonst,rate

appl-ication of information and create foIlow-up opportunities.

He suggests that trainers plan for follow-up components prior

to the presentation rather than after the fact. Robinson

recommends that the planning stage address not only the

information which witl be presented initially but also

act,ivities which will occur later to ensure that the methods

or strategies traj-ned will be incorporated into the daily
routínes of the participants. Robinsonrs model of in-service

training serves as a frame of reference for an analysis of the

traÍning which was offered in the íntervention phase of the

study.

A recent review of training outcome studies (Avis and

Sprenkle, 3-990) suggests that in-service training programs
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seem to be effective in having agency staff see more familíes.

The findings also suggest that tradítional classroom rnethods

are rougthly equivalent to more extensive experiential methods

in teachinE beginning assessment skills"

2.3.4 The Imoact of Context on Trainincr

The context in which a trainíng program is offered is

almost as important as the content. lrlriters such as Haley

(a976) and S1uzki (1974) address this issue, but at different
levels. Sluzki (L974) states:

in order to convey an epistemology different from the
one trainees normally arrive with, both institutional
structures and curriculum must be congruent with the
alternatíve approach. (p. 483)

Sluzki (L974) has observed that some institutions which

provide training programs to facilitate learning to |tthinkrr

interactionally, do not prevent a dichotomous attitude (psyche

or soma, individual or environment) on the part of nel¡¡

trainees. He suggests that the presence of contradictory

meanings between the explicit ideological statements of an

institution and the methods implied by its organizational

structure hamper trainees in incorporatinE nel^r alternative
approaches.

Haley (1-976) advises trainees to avoid participating in
programs which are incongruent with the traineers beliefs

about the role of experiential learning in training programs"
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He has identified a broad spectrum of issues which are

associated with this problem, two of which are particularly

relevant to this paper. First, Haley notes that many traíning

programs espouse a training philosophy which emphasizes

experiential learning, yet do not provide facitíties such as

interview rooms with one-v/ay mirrors to allow this type of

learning to occur. Regarding Haley¡s second point, he suggests

that some institutions attempt to offer family-focused

training programs in environments which exist for purposes of

social control. He suggests that these objectives are

incongruent as training seeks to promote change while programs

which promote social control reduce diversity and force

conformity.

2.3.5 Studies on Training lt'Iethods

Relatively little is known of the process of training

(Philipp, Cohen, Gelcer and Steinhauert L99O ; Liddte' 1-99L)

atthough studies have been conducted to determine which

training methods are most effective in teaching family-focused

practice and identifying the variabl-es which have meaning in

training. Heath, McKenna and Atkinson (1-988) conducted a study

to identify variables which influence the quality of family

therapy workshops. Their findings suggest that the perceptual

and executive skills of presenters, content and context may be

relevant in the evaluation of programs. Factors which appeared

to influence the relative importance of the variables
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identified as important were context, goals of the

presentation and the size of the audience.

Perlesz, Stolk and Firestone (1-990) conducted a two year

study to examine the patterns of learning in fanily therapy

training. They arrived at several conclusions regarding

training as the result of the study which offered 250 hours of

live supervision, l-00 hours of case discussion and l-20 hours

of didactic and experiential work" They concluded that there

v/as a significant acquisition of skills within the group as a

whole and more inportantly that the indivídua1 results

revealed that patterns of learning of perceptuallconceptual

and executive skílls can differ rnarkedly between trainees.

They observed a marked incongruence between self-assessment

and observer ratings for several trainees" For example, the

researchers noted an instance involving a trainee who rated

herself as performing well in a particular skill area,

however, she was rated as performing at a significantly lower

level in that area by the observers" Conversely, the

researchers noted a sítuation whereby a traineels learning

pattern was characterized by low confidence in her own ability

yet the trainee performed well on observer-rated measures.

Vuith regard to differences in individual learning, the

researchers concluded that a singte training rrpackageil is

inappropriate and recommend that training programs be desígned

to be sensitive to individual needs"

Churven and McKinnon (1-982) evaluated fanily therapy
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training workshops which focused on the development of

cognitive and interventi-on skiIls. The program they evaluated

involved weekly case supervision of video taped family

sessions and annual three-day workshops. They also compared

self-evaluation with more ttobjectiverr measures. As a result of

the study, Churven and McKinnon (1-982) concluded that rrfor

inexperienced trainees, the level of performance in the areas

of cognitive and intervention skills is independentrr. In their

opinion, this finding suggests that the needs of trainees

should be addressed through the design of appropriate

individualized training. The researchers also concluded that

trainees I perceptions of themselves I¡rere inaccurate in the

area of intervention skitls. These findings appear t'o

support Haley's practice of videotaping supervision and

training.
Upon observing that trainers tend to use linear

approaches in teaching systemic thinking, Anderson and Rambo

(1-988) experimented i^iith an alternative model of family

therapy training which prornoted an interactive process between

trainee and trainer. This model requÍred the trainer to step

out of a traditional expert role. Their goal r¡tas to place

responsibility on the trainee for beginning to think and

behave systemically. fnitially trainees offered formulations

focused on cause-and-effect and on inherent characteristics of

the therapist, the family, and the other system members. The

trainers encouraged systemic thought through question and
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dialogue rather than to elicít or judge the rrbest" response or

to seek one that fit the trainerrs map" Anderson and Rambo

(l-988) concluded that the model they developed created a

context that over tirne facilitated the emergence of a systemic

teaching/learning process that enhanced the systemic behaviour

of the trainer and trainees.

2.3.6 The fmpact of Traininq on Traixees

Shifting to a systemic approach can be confusing and

difficult ; sometimes even painful- for trainees (Tomrn, 1981).

Colapinto (l-983) views confusion as a legitimate part of

Iearning a new paradigrn. He suggests that conceptual

confusion is not something to be avoided, but should be

welcomed. It provides an opportunity for expansion,

creativity, and growth (Lidd1e, L99L). Some trainers and

trainees suggest that the shift is even harder for
practitioners who have previously learned things that

interfere (Wachtel 1979 ; Colapinto, l-983). Just as therapist

conceptual development is important, the concept of unlearning

has been proposed as equally essential to trainee development

(Liddle, L99L).

lVachte1 (1979) suggests that individual therapists who

shift from an individuat to a farnily-focused practice often

encounter specíaI difficulties directly related to their prior

training and experience. For example, one must give up the

notíon that blame does not reside in any one person. other
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adjustments that she labels as difficult are : learning new

T¡rays to establísh rapport with clients and learning to shift

attention from one person to several in an interview.

In addition to confusion, trainees may experience stress,

especially when the traj-ning involves experiential learning"

The literature suggests that trainees commonly have concerns

about looking foolish in front of their peers and supervisors

and sometimes become preoccupied with demonstrating their

competence. Trainees may also feel loss of status in

attempting to learn a new approach (Liddle, l-99L).

Harvey (1980) is of the opinion that practitíoners

attempting to integrate newly acquired theory with practice

may experience a high leve1 of anxiety. He suggests that the

level of anxiety seems to be, in part, proportional to the

discrepancy between the therapistts style and the demand

characteristics of the situation with respect to the

therapist: how much the therapi-st attempts to fulfil what

he/she judges the expectations of the family to be.

Both Sluzki (1974) and Harvey (1-980) have observed that

trainees go througþ predictable stages as they switch to

systems paradigms in their clinical work. sluzki (L974)

suggests that trainees do not demonstrate noticeable change

during the first months of their exposure to seminars and live

demonstratíon other than to incorporate jargon and gain skilt

in discussing the relevant issues. This períod is followed by

one of sudden change when trainees begin to deal with
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sequences of behaviour more than wíth isolated units, plus

they begin to gain self-awareness as interactants discovering

that their ov/n participation in the int.eractive flow affects

outcome. From that point orr Sluzki (L974) suggests that

training is really a matter of perfecting an approach.

Harvey (1980) outlines a series of five stages of

development that trainees can be expected to pass through in
learning the theory and skills of family therapy;

1) inmobilization, 2) collecting techniques, 3) examination

of se1f, 4) search for a theory, and 5) maintaining energy.

In summary, very little is known about the best methods

of designing training programs to facilitate a conceptual

shift" Training and theory are generally isomorphic in

nature, that is, training programs tend to be more firmly
grounded in a conceptual or theoretical base that matches the

theory of therapy being taught. Currently, the literature

suggests a shift in ernphasis from the trright waytr to conduct

trainíng programs to clarity of the goals and rnethods of

training. Training programs are infl-uenced by their context

and, conversely, context is influenced by training programs.

Trainees may experience confusion and stress in attempting to

shift to a fanily-focused practice. This confusion may be

used as a positive force to facilitate change.
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2"4 The Practice of Consultation

2.4.1 Introduction

Thís section of the literature review addresses the

practice of consultation. Several aspects of consultation are

considered includi-ng: diverse definitions, Caplanrs Mental

Health modelo the steps of consultation and larger-systems

consultation. The practice of consultation is not exclusive

to any one discipline or profession, thus, information is

available from a variety of sources. The bodies of literature

which informed this section of the report were mental health,

education, business adrninistration and family therapy.

2.4.2 Definitions

There is no universal defínition of consultatíon and the

various bodies of literature ernphasize different aspects of

it,. Individuals from clinical settings such as lrÏynne, Weber

and McDaniel, (l-986) offer the fol-lowing definition:

Consultation is the process in which a consultee seeks
assistance from a consultant in order to identify or clarify
a concern or problem and to consider the options available for
problem resolution. (p. 8)

Block (l-981-) offers a broader, more colloquial definition

of consultation which is commonly applied in the business

sector. He states that it is a process whereby someone (the

consultant) gives advice to someone who is in the position to

make a choice - the client (the consultee). Gallessich states
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that her definition is relevant for those who viev¡

consultation as a profession in its own right. Gatlessichrs

(l-981-) definition takes tripartite interactions into account:

The consul-tant (a specialized professional) assists
consultees (agency employees who are also professionals) with
work - related concerns (the third component) this is
an indirect service to clients
different levels of work. (p. 0)

it may focus on

In consultation, the relationship ís generally tine

limited and may be pre-determined by a contract. The

consul-tee retains both rights and responsibilities" The

consultee is responsible for determining the scope of the

consultation as well as prinary responsibility for taking

action and implementíng ideas which stem from consul-tation.

He/she also has the right to accept or reject the

recommendations and ideas that emerge through the consultation

process (McDaniel, Vüynne and Weber, l-986) "

In Blockrs (1981) view, decision-rnakíng authority is the

key factor which differentiates supervision from consultation:

supervisors retain Ít, v¡hile consultants do not. He states

that consultants are in a position to have some ínfluence over

an índividual, group or organization, but have no direct power

to make changes. Thusrconsultants must develop skiIls which

facilitate an acceptance of their expertÍse by consultees

since they cannot rely on decísion-making authority for the
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implementation of their recommendations"

The literature indicates that there is an ongoing debate

as to whether consultation can be viewed as a profession in

its own right (Gal1essich, L982) or alternativelyo âs one

function of established professions such as family therapy,

psychoÌogy, education et cetera (Wynne et âl " , l-986 i
Gallessich, 1-982 ; Zins and Ponti, l-990). Gallessich (L982)

takes the posítion that consultation is a profession, distinct

from others. She holds the opinion that consultants must have

expertise in particular areas, but also they must break out of

disciplinary boundaries to develop skills outside of their
Itarearr to be competent in the role. Consultants need a conmon

body of knowledge to equip them to serve in the role.

Gallessich (1-982) suggests that consultants must be skilled ín

understanding the nature of organizations, management styles

and communication patterns to appreciate the context of the

problem confronting the client.

Irrynne et aI. (l-986) offer a different point of view.

They suggest that a professional who takes on a consultant

role does not give up his/her professional identity. In

their opinion, consul-tation is only one function of a

professionalrs role. There is consensus, however, regarding

the notable lack of attention that professionals have given to

the trainíng of consultants in clinical settings. Most

practitioners must rely on on-the-job experience as opposed to

formal training to learn the concepts and techníques of
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consultation (Gallessich, l-982) .

2.4.3 Caplanrs Mental Health Model of ConsulEatio¡

Several models of consultation are offered in the

literature. This report has emphasized Caplanfs (Lg7O) Mental

Health Model as Caplan has classified consultation into four

distinct types. Ã, review of the consultation literature

indicates that many consultants differentiate between the

various types or categories of consultation as described by

Caplan. (Note : Aspects of Weberrs (L986) rnodel are described

in a later section of this report. Vteberrs model Ís of value

as it breaks the process of consultation ínto discrete steps

or stages a dimensíon which is not buil-t into Caplan t s

model).

Caplan I s contributj-on is seminal in the f ield of

consultation. He has classified consultation into four types:

l-. Client - centered case consultation
2. Program - centered adninistrative consultation
3. Consultee - centered case consultation
4" Consultee - centered administrative consultation

Caplants typology r^¡as constructed by crossing two axes ;

r-) the target which is the place where change ís sought - the

target is the |tproblemrr addressed in the process and 2) the

focus which is the point of the interaction at which

consultant and consultee meet. The above mentioned four

cells or models are created in this process.
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In client centered consultation the focus is on

specific cases which are chosen by the consultee for

díscussion. In this ceII or model, the goal of consultation

is to diagnose the problem and recommend a solution. In

consultee centered case consultation the focus remains on

the case but the goal becomes increasing the competence of the

consultee in solving the present problem. rdealIy,

generalization occurs which assísts the consultee in solving

similar problems he/she may encounter in the future. The

focus of program - centered administrative consultation is an

agency program or project and the goal becomes assisting the

consultee with aspects of a particular program, for example,

planning, implementation, evaluation et cetera. Consultee -
centered adninistrative consultation focuses on a program or

an aspect of the organization. In this situation, the goal

becomes working with an administrator to function more

efficiently in future program development by increasing

his/her expertise.

Caplanrs model is widely used by practitioners from a

variety of disciplines. Some practitioners apply the model in

its original form while others have adapted the model so that

it may have relevance in other contexts. For exarnple,

Gallessich (1982) describes her work in consultation as

beginning with Caplanrs approach toward mental health

consultation. She adapted the model for her own practice by

adding the concepts of organizational developrnent and group
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relations theory. Wynne et aI. (l-986) have critiqued Caplants

model. In their opinion, the rnodel is rrstaticrr and cannot be

applied to systems consultation. Weber et al-. (1-986) state

that the model would have greater value in the field if all
cells were viewed as inextricably functioning within the same

system.

2 .4 .4 Svsterns lonsultation
There are systems such as fanilies which involve multiple

contexts" The farnily, for example, frây be viewed as a

subsystem of a larger system which includes the workplace,

educational system, health-care system et cetera. Irnber-B1ack

uses the term ttfanily - larger - systemrr in reference to the

family and the larger system within which it must interact

(Imber-B1ack, l-9BB). Consultation which addresses larger

systems is commonly referred to as systems consultation. It
provides a strategic and appropriate framework for ident,ifying
problems and considering options for action in a great many

clinical settings as well as other contexts such as business,

education and human services (lfynne et al. rl-986).

Systemic concepts are applied ín systems consultation.

In contexts which include families, the family may be viewed

as a subsystem of a larger systern which includes workplace,

educational system, health - care system et cetera (lrlynne et

â1. , 1-986; Minuchin, l-986r' Imber-B1ack, 1988) . !.fithin this

framework, the family - Iarger -system relationship can be
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conceptualized as an interacting dyad. The often used

fanily therapy concepts of triads and boundaríes have been

successfully applied in systems consultation (Irnber-Black,

l-988). fn assessing r¡conflicted¡r systems which involve

families and their support network, Imber-Black identifies and

examines triadic patterns existíng within the fanity and

u¡ithin the farnity - larger - system. In her opinion, ttfamily

larger systemrr functioning is usually deleteriously

affected by ongoing triads, as problem-solving energy becomes

absorbed in conflícts, the maíntenance of alliances,

rnystifícation, and the increased disqualification of the self
as the locus of responsible actionrr (Imber-Black, L99L).

Boundaries present a challenge to consultants as iÈ is

not always clear which subsystems have relevance in a given

situation. Consultants who integrate ecological concepts into

their practice assume that the entire context of the farnily

impacts upon it (Hartman and Laird, l-983). The consultant

must determine how broad or narrol¡r a rrlensrt to use to

effectively assess a larger system. With respect to

boundaries, families that must have permanent relationships

with larger systems because of disability or illness need to

be distinguished from families that have temporary

relationships with larger systems. Imber-Black has commented

on this difference:

Families wíth more permanent relationships with larger
systems must negotiate boundaries in ways that al1ow access
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between the famíly and the larger systems" (p. 587)

Such ongoing relationships permanently alter the

boundaries between the fanily and the outside world as the

fanily is required to have more permeable boundaries,

particularly between itself and larger systems (fmber-Black,

]_ee1-).

Wynne et al" (l-986) outline the advantages of the concept

of systems consultation:

l_.

2.

In consultation, the nature of the problern is not
prejudged
The consultant can advantageously take a meta
position from which systemic relationships and
patterns can be assessed
Consultation facilitates the reframing of problems
Consultation can readily give ernphasis to health,
strengths, and positive resources
Collaborative relationships between consultant and
consultee can be readily established
A consultant role provides a base for flexible
shifts to alternative professional roles. (pp. 9-10)

3.
4.

5"

6.

There are several difficulties or pitfalls which comnonly

interfere in systems consultation" Weber (l-986) notes that
the consultant must assess how consultation will alter the

organization of the systemr' also, Èhe consultant must prepare

the system for that change. Faílure to do so may result in a

breakdown of the process. Another ttpitfallrr is related to the

difficulty that a consultant may experience in remaining rneta

to the system (e.9., emotionally charged situations) " There

are situations when systems consultation is requested but
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other interventions such as direct supervision or teaching rnay

be more suitable (I{ynne et â1. , l-986) . There are also

difficulties in systems consultation which are related to

epistemology. Consultants readily incorporate systemic

concepts ín atternptinE to understand complex situations as

linear concepts may prove inadequate. rn situations where the

consultee is not faniliar with systemic rrthinkingtr, the

consultant and consultee may experience frustration related to

difficulty in communicating ideas. Poor communication rnay be

related to dífferences in perceptions and language (Wynne et

â1., 1986) .

2.4.5 The Consulting Process

Consultation proceeds through a series of steps or phases

which are rarely sharply defined. A review of the literature
indicates that the number of stages within a model tends to

vary from a minimum of five stages (B1ock, 1-981) to a maxímum

of ten stages (Gallesich, L982). Selection of a model by

consultants appears to be related to personal preference as

the various models tend to be quite similar to one another

regardless of the number of stages incorporated within a

model. I¡leberrs (1,986) nodel is useful to practitioners in

that it offers a guide to follow through each step in the

consul-tation process. The guide consist,s of sequences of

questíons directed at each step/phase of consultation. The

steps in Weberrs model (1986) are as follows:
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l_.
2.
3.
4"
5.
6.
7.

Exploring the possibility of consultation
Contracting
Connecting
Assessing
Irnplementing
Evaluating
Learning "

I¡leber t s model of consultation serves as a framework for

an analysis of the consultation which occurred during the

intervention phase of this study.

Consultation is a complex process and many factors may

contribute to an incomplete consultation or to an actual

breakdown of the process. Block ( 1-981-) enphasizes the

importance of careful planning at the contracting stage,

citing this stage as the one which is critícal to the success

of the process. He believes that many consultants fail to

understand the value of proceeding carefully through this

stage.

Block (l-981-) states that the objective of the contracting

phase is:

to negotiate wants, cope with mixed motivation, surface
concerns about exposure and l-oss of control and clarify all
parties to the contract. (p. 45)

He is of the opinion that contracting cannot be executed

successfully when a consultant misunderstands the power issues

related to consultation. For example, consultants who attempt

to rrhavetr power over the client as opposed to obtaining power

rrv/ithrr the client may block the consultation process. To
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facilitate a constructive use of power, Block reconmends that
consultants engage in straight forward discussion with the

consultee about the wants and needs of both parties. He

suggests that consultant and consultee are actually colluding

with each other in meetings where these issues are not

dj-scussed directly.
Block (1981) offers consultants a set of ground rules to

guide them during the contracting stage. First, he advises

consultants to refrain from assuming full- responsibilíty for

the success of a consultation. He states that there must be

symmetry in the relationship between consultant and consul-tee.

Secondly, he advises consul-tants to focus on behaviour as

opposed to feelings in setting up contracts. He recornmends

that consultants avoid entering contracts which involve

indivíduals who did not participate in the process.

The íssue of power, r¡rarrants further examination as pov¡er

is a conmon source of tension in the consult,at,ion relationship
(Gallessich, a982; Block, 1-981) . Gallessj-ch views power

issues within a systemic context focusing on the interaction
between consultant and consul-tee. Block examines pol¡rer issues

from a linear perspective focusing on behaviour which he

i-abels as resistance. He views resistance as a defence on the

part of the consultee - a defence against making a difficul-t
choice, taking an unpopular action or confronting some reality
that they have emotionally been trying to avoid.

Further to a systemic perspective, Gallessich suggests
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that connections be made between the beliefs and feelings that
the consultant brings to the consultation rel-ationship and the

tension within the relatíonship. For example, she offers the

opinion that consultants who avoid positioning themselves in
the expert role tend to use a collaborative style. Those who

place themselves in a hj-erarchical role may appear to be

effective in the role by rrtemporarily meeting the needs of

the consultant and client by binding their anxietiesrr, though

she predicts that eventually the consulteers resentment over

the deferent posture may smoulder and defeat the goal of

consultation. This results in less input by the consultee

which may result in less complete decision making, and so on.

Gall-essich notes that "deskilling occurs when pohrer issues

dominate the consultation relatíonshiptr. Deskilling takes

place when one person behaves in such a vray as to cause

another to behave in a less competent way than is consistent

with his or her actual abilities.
Block ( 1-981-) employs linear concepts to explain

resistance. He understands resistance as a reaction to an

emotional process taking place within the client. He suggests

that resistance is a predictable, natural, and necessary part

of the learning process. Block advises consultants to accept

resístance as an indication of ttbeingi on targetrr and to
support consultees in expressing the resistance. Block sees

resistance as taking many forms which may be expressed by the

client through silence, attacks, intellectualizing and
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compliance. He states that sílence shourd not be interpreted
as a sign of consent on the part of the client. fnstead,
silence should be viewed as a reaction that is not openly

expressed. Block (1-981-) víews attacks as the most bratant

form of resistance and warns consultants from personalízing

these attacks. He sees cornpliance as a signar that there is
low energy of agreement by the client.

Kadushin (L972) , Block (l-9gl-) , Gallessich (LggZ) and

urschak and snowantle (i-990) recommend that consultants

incorporate an evaluation component into consultation for the

purposes of accountability and to provide feedback for further
decisions. Gal-lesich (L982) suggests that consultants may be

concerned with one or more of the following types of
information at the tine of evaluation:

i-. The degree to which the desired goals vrere achieved

2. The factors that contributed to both positíve and

negative outcomes

3. Interim feedback about how an intervention is progressing

4" The cost/benefit ratio of interventions
5" The consultantrs overall effecti-veness and effectiveness

in the various stages and processes of consultation, such

as contractíng and diagnosis. (p. 338)

There are.generally two entry points to choose from when

evaluation is incorporated into consultation. consultants may

delay addressing evaluation until the end of a project or they
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may initiate it very early in a project with a view toward

integrating it throughout the project. Ulschak and Snowantle

(1-990) recomrnend that evaluation begin as early as possible in

the life of a project. They suggest that objective evaluation

requires the identification of criteria and the noting of

benchmarks for measurement before the $/ork begins in

discussions with the consultee in the planning phase. They

offer the opinion that interaction between the consultant and

consultee which promotes the formulation of questions wilt

serve the consultant very well as evaluation críteria to

measure the degree of success.

Ulschak and Snowantle (1-990) conceptualize evaluatíon in

consultation as a rrthreadrt which can be woven throughout an

entire project. In their opinion, it begins in t'he contracting

period with questions such as rrWhat is the desired end

result?'r and rrwhat is the problem that needs to be

addressed?tt, and ends in the implementatj-on phase with

questions such as trDid we accomplish what we said we would?rl

and |tWhat, if anything, still needs to happen?rr.

Essentially, evaluation consists of two distinct aspects:

the formative and the surnmatj-ve (Ulschak and Snowantle, 1990).

In program-centered adrninistrative consultation, fornative

evaluation is used to improve a program while ít is still

fluid while summative evaluation is the evaluation of a

completed project. The overall objective of a formative

evaluation is to identify or predict deficíts in a procedural
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design or its implementation, while the overall objective of

summative evaluation is to relate outcome information to
objectives" Ulschak and Snowantle (l-990) outline the methods

associated with both methods of evaluation:

The method associated with formative evaluation. is to
1) monitor the consulting projectrs procedural barriers and
remain alert to unanticipated ones, 2) obtain specified
information for programmed decisions, and 3)describe the
actual process involved as progress is made through each step
of the consulting modeI"

The method associated with summative evaluation is to
1-) define criteria operationally and measure criteria
associated with objectives, and 2) Conpare these measurements
with predetermined standards, or benchmarks. (p. l-57)

Adequate evaluation of consultation can be dífficult to

achieve due to its complex and dynamic nature. As ís

consistent with the field of research, many of the

difficulties rel-ated to the evaluation of consultation are

tied to problems of measurement. Larsen and lrlerner (l-981-)

addressed a specific aspect of this j-ssue by conducting

research related to inforrnation utilization. They atternpted

Èo answer the question: rrlVhat constitutes utilization?tt. They

hypothesized that there exj-sts many ways in which information

can be utilized. This point of view was quite radical when

compared to earlier research in the area of utilization which

embraced an all-or-none definition. The early research tended

to define utilization as implenentation of an entire set of

recommendations in the form suggested by the researcher

(Larsen and Vüerner, 1-981).
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As the result of their study, Larsen and Werner (1-981-)

$rere able to demonstrate that there are seven alternative

types of utilization and nonutilization of information:

1. Complete implementation as presented

2. Adaptation of j-nformation

3. Partial use of information

4. Steps taken toward implementation although full

implementation has not occurred

5. Information has been considered by a potential user but

then rejected

6. Nothing is done with the information

7. Implementation of the information has not occurred, but

it is under consideration.

In relation to their findings, Larsen and Werner (1-981-)

emphasize the need for studying separately the utilization of

individual ideas and the util-ízation of a set of ideas. Also,

with regard to the ímplementation of rreasyrr and "diffj-culttt
suggestions offered by consultants who participated in the

study, it v¡as observed that suggestions which vrere easy to

implement hrere found to be more readily util-ized, and more

difficult ideas v/ere found in greater proportions in an

intermediate stage between utilization and nonutilization.

More difficult suggestions were not the ones most Iikely to be

rejected. AIso, Larsen and !üerner (1981-) found that the

degree to which consultants encouraged staff participatíon
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bore little relation to utilization at a consultation,

that knowledgeable consultants did have relatively more

their suggestions implemented than did consultants lower

knowledgeabitity.

In sunmary, consultation is a collaborative process.

Both the consultant and consultee have ríghts and

responsibilities related to the process. Some professionals

view consultation as a profession in its ohrn right while

others vier¡¡ consultation as one function of a profession.

Consultation is a complex process which proceeds through

stages. Consultation breakdown is often related to inability
to successfully execute the contracting stage. Larger

systems consultation is an interventíon which is commonly used

by farnily therapists in situations which involve nultiple

contexts. It has proven to be helpful when treatrnent is not

proceeding well and as a substitute for therapy.

but

of

in
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CHAPTER 3

STUDY SITE AND ORGÀNIZATION OF ACTIVITIES

3.1 Planning of Practicum

Cognj-zant of my goal to develop expertise in
training and consultation in a farnily-focused practice, Dr.

Barry Trute, my prinary supervisor, rrmatchedrt me with a

community based program j-n the Interlake region. This

program, comprised of a rnulti-disciplinary team, provides a

variety of support and ctinical services to families with

children with special needs. Through Ms. Pat Benson, âD

adninistrator in the program, Dr. Trute learned that the staff
members were interested in acquiring the beginning skiIls in
applying systemic concepts to family assessment. They wj-shed

to be able to assess whether stressed fanilies were in need of

the support services offered by the program or more extensive

treatment.

The practicum involved the provision of training and

consultation to the staff of Interlake Region from January

1990 t,o August 1990. Pract.icum interventions were to focus on

supporting a farnily-focused approach in the field through the

presentation of in-service trainíng sessions on the principles

of systems theory and fanily theory. Consultation on active

cases was to be provided to introduce staff to a process of

assessing fanily functioning within the context of an

ecological model.

Involvement with the program necessit,ated my becoming
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knot¡ledgeable about the needs of the client populatíon

families adjustinE to childhood disability" The issues

confronting these families are complex; therefore, it uras

important for me to conmence learning about the unique

features of the client popuJ-ation prior to consulting with the

program - this added a nehr component to ny learning goals.

Dr" Trute organized and supervised a broad range of activities

to assist, me in learning about strong families (those whích

have made a positive adjustment to childhood disability).

3.2 Studv Site and Trainees/ConsuLtees

During the course of this study, training and

consultation v/ere provided to the staff of the Department of

Farnily Services, Interlake Region. These activities took

place in a number of locations in Winnipeg and the Interlake
area over a period of six months" Family Services is a

department of the Province of Manitoba which offers a broad

range of rehabilitation and vocational servíces to children

and adul-ts with disabitíties and their families. The program

is staffed by a multi-disciplinary team.

All professional staff ï/ere invited to participate in
meetings, training sessions and consultation related to the

study. Eleven staff members chose to participate in some or

aII of the activities. Staff members functioning in the

following roles !ì/ere present:

l-" Coordínators - 2
2" Psychologist
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3. Community Services Workers 6
4. Vocational Rehabilitation Counsellor
5. Speech Pathologist

Ms. Benson invited a Rehabilitation Counsellor from the

Society For Manitobans With Disabilities Inc. to join the

staff in attending in-services. He hras also encouraged to
request consultation from me to enhance his skills in the

assessment of fanily functioning.

As previously stated, meeti-ngs, training sessions and

interviews with clients took place at several locations in
both !{innipeg and the Interlake region. Meetings held to co-

ordinate the varj-ous components of the study took place at the

University of Manitoba, the Community Resource CIinic and the

Fanily Services Selkirk Distríct Office. Training sessions

I¡/ere held at the Community Resource Clinic, the Holiday Inn

and a private cottage in Gínl-i. Interviews with farnilies took

place at the Comrnunity Resource Clinic and the Fanily Services

Stonewall District offíce.

3.3 Practicurn Committee

The practicum cornrnittee members were as follows :

Dr. Barry Trute
Ms. Patricia Benson
Dr. Harvy Frankel

Dr" Barry Trute, Professor, Faculty of Social Work, acted

as primary supervisor on my practicum committee. He

coordinated rny placement as trainer/consul-tant to the staff of

the Department of Farnily Services, Interlake Region. During

r_)
2)
3)
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the early part of the study, he planned and attended several

meetings with the Farnily Services staff at the Selkirk

District Office to explain the aims of this study and to

facilitate a collaborative process between the staff and

myself.

Dr. Trute guíded my learning about farnily adjustment to
childhood dísability by naking it possible for me to attend a

workshop and a presentation on the topic -- he hras presenter

at one of thern. He also provided me with the opportunity to
observe him conducting a series of interviews wíth families
who have made a positive adjustment to chíldhood disability.
Much of my learning about the needs and coping mechanisms of

this population occurred during debriefing sessions with Dr.

Trute following each interview.

Ms. Pat Benson, who was a Coordinator of the Community

Living Program, Department of Farnily Services, Tnterlake

Region, during the period when the study took pIace, acted as

Iiai-son between the staff in her department and mysetf" She

facilitated a positive environment for the study by presenting

the training and consultation I v¡as to offer as an opportunity

for staff to develop prelirninary skills in the assessment of

fanily functioníng. Ms. Benson offered considerable expertise

in the area of family adjustment to childhood disabíIity. She

met with me on an rras neededrrbasis to share her j-nsíght. Her

ínput guided me as I attempted to develop the Family

Assessment Guide.
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Professor Elizabeth Hill had agreed to act as a

consul-tant on the practicurn committee, hovrever, she was unable

to fu1fil the commitment due to her untimely death in June,

1,991,. Dr. Harvy Frankel, Professor, Faculty of Social Work,

kindly agreed to take her place on the committee.

3.4

The

following

learning

Component

Synopsis of Activities to Comptete Practicum

practicum actj-vities hrere focused around the

separate, yet related components to achieve my

goals :

1- Identifying the unique features of
faníl-ies which have made a positive
adjustnent to chítdhood disability

2 Designing and presenting in-service training
programs on the principles of systems and

Component

farnily theory

Component 3 - Developing a Family Assessment Guide which
incorporated the features of family
organizatíon and functioning which $/ere
specific to the situation of rearing a
child with special needs

Component 4 Consultation to the staff of the Department of
Fanily Services on the use of the assessment
guide.

No component of the study was to exist in isolation and

a goal was to organize activities in such a riùay that feedback

would flow between the components to maximize the learning

potential offered by each component. Figure l- illustrates the

relationship which was to exist between the components by

demonstrating the direction of the fl-ow of feedback between

activities which hrere planned.
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Activities related to component l- were to be initiated

early in the practicum as information which emergied \¡Ias to

enrich the content of the in-services and the assessment

guide. It was also to form the core of the consultation. The

didactics presented to staff during the in-service training

programs (component 2) were to be linked with the experiential

Iearning. Experientiat learning l/üas to be facilitated by

providing staff with an assessment guide to experiment with ín

their practice (component 3). Consultation to staff on the

use of the guide hlas to support experiential learning

(component 4). Ideally, the activities of components 3 and 4

were to become indistinguishable as the study progressed and

feedback occurring from these activities would enrich my

learning about the familj-es (Component 1-) .
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COMPONENT 2 :
Desígn and
present
in-service
training programs

$
COMPONENT 4 :
Consult to staff
members on the
use of the
assessment guide

//

tï
COMPONENT 3 :

Develop a
Farnily Assessment

Guide

FTGTIRE 1 : RELATTONSHIP BETWEEN THE ACTTVTTTES OF THE STUDY

COMPONENr 1 :
Identify the

unique features of
families who have
rnade a positive
adjustment to
l-dhood disabilit
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3.5 Direct C1ient Contacts

During the course of the study, I had direct contact with

a sma1l number of clients in the program as either an observer

or consultant. Care v/as taken in each situation to secure

written, informed consent from clients and to ensure that the

family members directly benefited from these contacts.

Feedback from the clients reassured the staff of the

Department of Family Services that the clients found their

contact witn us to be positive.

Early on in the study, I v/as provided with the

opportunity to observe Dr. Trute interview two couples

identified by staff of the Department of Fanily Services as

adjusting welJ- to childhood disability. Dr. Trute conducted

a series of interviews with each couple to generate data about

the needs of fanilies with children in¡ho are disabled. The

couples informed us that they participated Ín this process to

assist other families in sinilar situations and to learn more

about what they were doing rrrighttr in their own families. To

offset costs to the couples, their travel and child care

expenses rÀrere covered and a book= was presented to each

couple as a token of appreciation.

At a later date, I interviewed two |tstressedrr families

which were referred for consultation by staff members. The

consultations l¡rere to serve as opportuníties for staff to

= Richardson, R.W. I'ami I i es Tì es That- Bind "
Bellingham, !,Iashington: International Sel-f-Consul Press.

(Le87 )
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deepen their understanding of a systemic approach and to
develop expertise in using the FarníIy Assessment Guide. To

ensure that future treatment needs v¡ere met, the families hrere

provided with copies of al-1 reports, including a sunmary of

recommendations arising from the consul-tation. we encouraged

the famiries to share this information with outside agencies

shourd they decide to refer themserves for individual and/or

family counselling.
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CHAPTER 4

PROCEDURE

The training and consul-tation interventions l¡¡ere inter-

dependent. Activities related to the interventions ü/ere

organized into four components and initiated in a planned

sequence. The introduction of nel¡/ activities v/as not

dependant on the completion of other activities, therefore,

there was considerable overlap between some activities. The

activities are described in this chapter in the order in which

they T¡rere initiated during the intervention phase of the

study. The descríption is organized under three subject areas

as they relate to each of the components. First, the goals

which v¡ere specific to each of the four components are

identified. This is followed by a sunmary of the activities

which were selected to achieve the goaIs. The third and last

area is a discussion of some of the issues which emerged

during the planning and implementation stages.

The trainees/consul-tees evaluated several aspects of the

training and consultation. Vühere applicable, the resul-ts are

presented in the sections of the report which address these

issues "

Component l- : fdentify the Unique Features of Famil-ies

Who Have Made a Positive Adjustment to

Childhood Disabitity

My prinary goal at the outset of the practicum was to
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prepare for the training and consultation activities by

acquiring a body of knowledge related to the el-ements or
patterns of family organization that are uniquely adaptive to
the circumstances of rearing a child with a disabiJ-ity and

relating the unified knowledge base to other components of the

study. Specifically, data collected was to become a part of

the content of the trainíng and it was to form the core of the

consultation" Alsorthe patterns of organization which are

unique to the population of interest hrere to be reflected in
the Farnily Assessment Guide.

Given that this goal could not be accomplished by

gleaníng inforrnation from my one source, activíties were

organized so that the body of knowledge could be coll-ected in
stages. Information was to be gleaned from a range of sources

including experts in the field, bodies of lj-terature and

families who have made a positive adjustment to chitdhood

disability. As information hras acquired, I planned to
formulate my own thoughts about it and subsequently adapt it
to the context of the study. f estímated that this process

couLd take a period of several- months to complete"

A first step in the acquisition of a body of knowledge

was to review the literature which addressed the functioni-ng

and organization of fanilies with a disabled child. I also

reviewed related clinical literature. For example, I looked

at, studies which incorporated a systemic framework in
addressing the impact of disability on the rol-es and
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lifestyles of various family members and on the faní1y as a

whole. Seligman and Darlingts (1989) volume $ras reviewed as

it examines the many intertwined farnily, child and social

system variables that contribute to the response of families

to childhood disability. Leahey and Vlrightrs (l-985) volume on

the impact of chronic illness r¡ras included in the body of

l-iterature for review even though it focuses on assessment

from the perspective of the nursing profession. Vüright and

Leahey (1985) address the need for practitj-oners to think in
a systemic manner about the interface of an illness or
ttconditionrr and a family. Truters work (1988, l-988, l-990) v¡as

priorized over other literature as it specJ-fica1ly addressed

the topic of interest.

In addition to reviewing the bodies of l-iterature to

glean information on the topic of interest, I also attended a

workshop presented by Drs. L. I{right and W. Watson on the

impact of chronic il-lness on the farnily and a presentation

delivered by Dr. B. Trute to a group of psychologists on his

research findings. Trute presented the findings of research

studies he had recently conducted regardíng child and parent

predictors of farnily adjustment in farnilies with young

children with disabilities. He also addressed the

inplications of the findings for practice. Wright and Watson

discussed a model they identified as Systemic Belief Therapy

whích they use in their clinical- practíce. They presented the

theory which underpins the model and showed videotaped
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sessions of interviews with clients which demonstrated the use

of the model.

A third activity rel-ated to the acquisition of a

knowledge base on the topic of interest was the observation of

family interviews of rrstrongil families who have made a

positive adjustment to childhood disability. The interviews

were conducted by Dr. B. Trute at the Communi-ty Resource

Clinic. Two fanilies which had been singled out by the staff
of the Department of Family Services because they rrfitrr the

criteria= of trstrongrr, agreed to participate in the

ínterviews. One couple was interviewed for a total of ten

hours regarding their personal experiences in parenting five

children, one of whom is a pre-adolescent femal-e with multípIe

handicaps. A second couple with a son of pre-school age with

a developmental delay v¡as j-nterviewed for a total of eight

hours regarding their experiences in parenting a child with

special needs and a toddler who is not disabled. The couple

with five children had been married for a considerably longer

period than the couple with two children ; one couple had been

informed that their child was disabled from the tine of birth
while the other couple did not receive the diagnosis that
their child was developmentally delayed until he was at the

toddler stage.

I coordinated the series of interviews of rrstrongrl

- The criteria for fanilies
in the interviews is ernbodied
farnilies in the first chapter of

to be selected for participation
in the def inition of rrstrongrl
this report"
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fanilies. First, f compiled a list of fanilies who met the

criteria by surveying several staff members of the Department

of Family Services and f composed a l-etter which was sent to
the families who agreed to participate. Later, I contacted

two families to arrange interview dates and times as well as

to prepare them for the interviews by answering their
questions about the process.

I observed Dr. Trute interview the couples regarding

topics related to those elements of farnily and community that
facj-litate or detract from the family membersr ability to cope

with childhood disability" Many of the subject areas related

specifically to his research findings, for example, he

interviewed the couples on the levet of confl-ict in the

marital- relationship. Couples were asked to describe their
social network from a number of perspectives: what do they

need f,rom it, how do they organize it, what problems has it
solved and what problems does it create. Couples discussed

the issues they address in raising a child with a disability
as well as evolutionary processes they have developed to cope

with these issues. During the initial interviews, genograms

wetre constructed of each parentrs farnily of origin. Between

sessions, the couple completed the Family Assessment Measure

III (Skinner, Steinhauer, and Santa-Barbara, L973).

I recorded the couplesr responses to the interview

questions which covered the broad range of issues previously

described. Later, I analyzed the information by identifying
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patterns of organization which r¡/ere interpreted as uniquely

adaptive to the circumstances of rearing a chil-d with a

disabitity. I compared these patterns with others I had

Iearned about from the literature to determine if parallels

could be found.

Component 2 : Designing and Presenting In-service Training

The prirnary objective of activities organízed around the

second component of the practicurn was to assist staff in the

developrnent of the conceptual and perceptual skills related to

an ecological assessment of family functioning. The major

goals were as follows:

l_.

2"

3.

To design and present a series of
emphasized theoretical acquisitíon
To facilitate a transference of
through didactics to the work
trainees
To evaluate the quality of training
from a trainee perspective

i-n-services which

knowledge acquired
routines of the

and trainer skills

As T¡ras specified earlier in the report, âh in-service

format hras used in the provision of training. The model

offered by Robinson (l-990) for the preparation and delivery of

in-service presentations which was described in Chapter 2 of

this reporto served as a guide for equivalent activities

within the context of this study. The framework for the

following description of the training activities r¡tas developed
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by integrating two questions posed by Liddle (1-99L). into the

format offered by Robinson (L99O) for preparing and presenting

in-services. The following overview of the training
activities proceeds through the four stages outlined by

Robínson (1990):

Step 1- : Clarifying what, who, and how

Prior to beginning preparatory activity for an in-
service, Robinson suggests that trainers gain information

about the trainees to facilitate planning. He states that
relevant information generally includes current practices of

the trainees, training needs, participant descriptj-ons and

plans for ways in which the information will- be used after the

training.

A rneeting hras held at the Setkirk district office to

facilitate the process suggested by Robinson. I was

introduced to staff and the goals of the training hrere shared

with those in attendance. A collaborative approach to

training hras facilitated as staf f v¡ere encouraged to
participate in the decision to hol-d the in-services in
Vlinnipeg. Since staff would need to travel to attend the

presentations, fuII day sessions r¡¡ere deemed to be practical"

As a result of a series of neetings held to develop

o fn Chapter 2I of the Family Therapy Handbook II, Liddle
(1-991-) poses generic questions for consideration by all family
therapy trainers. Two of the questions hrere relevant to this
study: l-)What is your personal philosophy about training and
2)What, should the content of training be to facilitate a conceptual
shift?
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training goals, f learned important j-nformation about the

context which would be impacting on the training and the

desired effect of the training on the context. From this
brief exposure to the context within which the training was to

be offered, I was able to formulate hypotheses regarding

aspects of it which could facilitate an epistemological shift
wiÈhin the program as wel-I as aspects which could impede a

shift. For example, managementts support of the training,

coupled with what appeared to be a positive relationship
between staff and management, would foster a positive

environment for staff to engage with me in the training

sessions. Also, managementrs decision to present the training
as an optional activity appeared to facilitate risk taking by

staff in the learning of new concepts.

There were many indications that change would be possible

in this setting and that the workplace would be supportj-ve of

staff who experienced trconceptual confusionrr as described by

Sluzki (L974) which commonly occurs when practítioners attempt

to shift from an individual to a systemic paradigm in their
practice.

Aspects of the context which could potentially inpede

change l^/ere related to incongruency between the training

content (systemic theory) and the structure of the program.

The Cornmunity Living Program had always been person-centered,

therefore, I anticipated that the structure of the program

would not support the integration and application of systemic
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concepts on a long term basis unless j-nterventions, in
addition to the training, hrere powerful enough to support

change at aII levels of the prog,rams.

Methods of facilitating the transference of information

presented during the in-services v/ere also considered at this
stage. It was determined that consultation would be provided

to staff between in-service training sessions to facilitate
the developrnent of the executive skil-l-s related to family
assessment.

Step 2 : Establishing an in-service training olan

Robinson suggests that activities which pertain to this
step include drafting a content outline and choosing an

evaluation instrument. Integrating Liddle's (L991-) questions

concerning training philosophy and the selection of content

which would facilitate a conceptual shift, resulted in the

addition of several tasks to complete this step.

Identifying a training philosophy was a complex process

as it required a review of the broad range of training
theories discussed in an earlier sections of this report and

the selection of one which had the best 'lfitrr for the context

in which the training was to be offered. Al-so, compJ-etion of

this task necessitated that I reflect on my personal

philosophy of training. Once placed in the rol-e of trainero

I needed to address questions regarding adult J-earning

patternsr' for example, does one learn best byttthinkingtt or by
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rrdoing. rr

A dilenma hras presented at this stage of the planning as

it was unclear to me whether I should emphasize experiential
approaches over didactic to facilitate the acquisition of

perceptual/conceptual skil-l-s or vice versa. InitiaIly I
favoured emphasizing experiential approaches as Haleyrs theory

about learning by "doingtt seemed logical. AIso, Haleyrs

theory $/as congruent with Simpsonrs formula for training which

suggests that complex subject matter (such as systems theory)

requires a high 1evel of interaction between trainee and the

subject matter. However, there were also several sound

reasons to emphasize didactics in the provision of training.
A large volume of subject rnatter needed to be covered in a

relatively short períod of time and generally didactic
approaches allow for greater efficiency in training than other

approaches. I resolved the problem by selecting an integrated

approach. Some topics woul-d be presented through didactic
means such as lectures and some topics would be presented in
a less formal manner which would allow for group díscussion

and activities such as structured rol-e pIays"

Liddlets (1991) question regarding the content of

training to facilitate a conceptual shift $/as not easily
answered. Once again I opted for an integrated approach as no

one theory or model was adequate. This approach was reflected
in the outline which v¡as presented to the staff and is
discussed in greater detail in another section of the report.
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I informed staff that f was planning to present two ful-l
day in-servíce training programs with two months in between

sessions. This training schedule would allow sufficient time

for staff to apply newly acquired skills to work situat,ions

between in-services.

The final task of this step was the construction of an

evaluation instrument. I designed an evaluation form to
provide me with feedback from the trainees regarding their
leve1 of satisfaction with the training" A sample of the

evaluation form ís incl-uded in the appendices.

Step 3 : Preparatíon for in-service trainingr

During this stage of training, Robínson suggests that
trainers select content which will have relevance for trainees

both during and after the presentation.

Several steps vrere involved in accomplishing this task.

First, I reviewed the family therapy literature to glean

ínformation from the predominant schools of family therapy

which have demonstrated good success with facilitating a

conceptual shift in trainees. Several of the schools teach

concepts which had relevance for this context" As the resul-t

of this process, âr integrated approach emerged as concepts

and techniques from several- school-s T¡rere selected.

The following is a brief sunmary of the content which was

selected for the in-service training. The source of the

material- is identified and a rationale is provided for the

decision to include the material- in the presentations. The
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first in-service vras desj-gned to offer an introduction to the

basic tenets of systems theory, family structure and the l-ife
stages of the family. As the focus was the introduction of

theory, presentation nethods selected were lectures and role
plays. The second in-service training session was to focus on

the introduction of techniques whích could be used in the

field to support a systemic approach to farnily assessment"

Several techniques and assessment instruments were presented

includíng genograms and the Family Assessment Guide. Methods

of presentation included a video, a structured role play,

lecturing, and case discussion.

In-service # l- : An Introduction to Systems Theory, Family

Structure and Family Life Stages

Topic 1- : The Basic Tenets of Systems Theory

Sources : Papp (1983), Hartman and Laird (l-983), Nichols

(1984) and Umbarger (1-983)

Rationale : General systems theory explains the

functional and structural rules that can be

considered valid for discussing all systems,

whatever their composition. A general

understanding of systems theory is central to

the ability to conceptualize the family and
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its support network as a system.

Þlanned Method of Presentation : Lecture

Topic 2 :

Sources : Kerr

Rationale : The construction of genograms during

interviews with family members facil-itates a

systemic approach to farnily assessment. Tt

assists trainees in viewing the nuclear fanily
within the context of previous generations"

In turn, this facilitates an assessment which

considers the emotional history of the family

system. A discussion of genograms includes an

introduction to related topics such as

differentiation, fusion and triangles.
Planned Methods of Presentation : Lectures and structured

role play

Genograms

(1-981) and McGoldrick and Gerson (1-985) =

The Family Life Cycle

Carter and McGoldrick (l-98O)6

: The farnily is constantly changing over time

and these changes require some form of

restructuring. A presentation on the family

Topic 3 :

Source :

Rationale

s McGoldrick, M. and R. Gerson (1-985) .
Assessment. New York: W.!rI. Norton and Co.

Genograms in Family

' Carter, E. and M. McGoldrick (Eds. ) (l-98O) . The Famity Life
Cvcle: A Frame¡¡ork For Familv Therapv. New York: Gardner"
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life cycle all-ows the trainer to highlight the

vulnerability of some families at points of

transition from one stage to the next.

Planned Methods of Presentation : Lectures and structured
role play

Topíc 4 :

Sources :

Rationale The key concepts offered within Minuchin¡s

structural model are useful to practitioners
who wish to assess farnily functioning but who

are not experienced in analyzing farnily

dynamÍcs. Constructs such as boundaries,

hierarchies, alliances and coalitions are

st,raight forward and have meaning f or most

practitioners. Concepts such as

complementarity, enmeshment and disengagement

facilitate an understanding of multicasuality.
Planned Method of Presentation : Lecture

Tn-service # 2 : An Introduction to Support Networks

and the Fami.ìy assessment Guide

Topic 1 : The Construction of Genograms

Source : A video obtained from the Provincial Government

Family Structure

Minuchin (1-974)? and Aponte (1-981)

-7 Minuchin, S . (1,97 4) . Farnil ies And Family Therapy.
Cambridge, M.A.: Harvard University Press.
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Library entitled Constructing the Multigenerational

Fanily Genogram'

Rationale : This videotape teaches practitioners how to
construct and use the multigenerational family
genogram. It illustrates how the practitíoner

íntroduces the idea of the genogram and

explores a problem in context.

Pl-anned Method of Presentation : Videotape presentation

and group discussion

Topic 2 : Steps to Fol-low in an Assessment of Fanily

Functi oning

Source : The prototype of the Family Assessment Guide which

I r¡¡as developing through a col-laboratj-ve process

r¡¡ith the staf f .

Rationale : The assessment guide r¡¡as presented to staff to
promote learning by rrdoingrr. Staf f would be

encouraged to experiment with the assessment

guide in their practice. The assessment guide

offers step by step procedures to follornr in
the assessment of family functioning and

incorporates features which are unique to

fanily adjustrnent to childhood disabiJ-ity"
Planned Method of Presentation : Lecture

a Topeka, KS : The Menninger Clinic, ofl videocassette (31
ninutes).
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Rationale
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The Socia1 Support Network Gride (SSN Grid)

The SSN Grid is a useful tooÌ in assessing a

family's ability to organize and mobilize a

support network to buffer the negati-ve effects

of childhood disability.
Planned Methods of Presentation : Lectures and structured

role play

Topic4: CaseStudy

Source : Traineesr caseloads

Rationale : This activity hras included to facilitate an

interpenetration of theory and practice.

Planned Method of Presentation : Group discussion

A final step of this preparation stage was the

selection and dissenination of reading material- for the

in-service training programs. Several weeks prior to the

presentations, packages containing nineteen articles \¡/ere made

available to all staff during one of theÍr regularly scheduled

meetings. The articles, which covered topics such as the

family life cycle, the construction of genograms and farnily

systems theory, hrere divided into two categories : required

reading and supplementary reading. Only six articl-es v/ere

e For further information about the Socia1 Support Network
Grid, which was designed to gather data regarding supports utilized
by famílies adjusting to childhood disability, see the research
findings of Dr. Barry Truten Faculty of Socia1 hlork, University of
Manitoba, on the topic of fanilies who have made a positive
adjustnent to childhood disability.
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categorized as required reading.

Stage 4 : Conducting the in-service presentations

There v/as a large volume of material to cover in only two

days ; however, a rel-ativery slow pace was maintained to al-row

for a relaxed atmosphere. The quiet, comfortabte settings
whích had been selected for the presentations contributed to
a positive atmosphere for learning.

The in-service sessions h/ere relatively uneventfur in
that they proceeded according to pran. onry one actj-vity (the

video presentation on genograms) generated concern on the part
of the trainees " concerns r¡¡ere articul-ated in the form of
comments such as ¡tthis technique is too intrusivert and nit

happens too early in the meetings with families".
The concerns raised by staff T^/ere predictable when viewed

within the context of change. The videotape presentation

demonstrated to trainees that they may be required 'to l-earn

and imprement techniques which are very different from

procedures they v/ere currently ernploying in their practice 
"

Staff r¡¡ere reassured by the coordinators and the facilítator
that they had control- over when and how they experimented with
new procedures in their practi-ce. This reduced the Level of
anxiety

The case presentation appeared to generate enthusiasm for
systemic concepts as neh/ possibilities for interventions to
support the family were opened up when the symptoms hrere
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viewed with the context of the family and support network.

Staff who attended the in-service training sessions

completed the evaluation form that I constructed. Overall,

the feedback that they provided was very positive with regard

to both the content and the organization of the in:service
training sessions. The results indicated that the trainees

found the training to be an effective rnethod of presenting

theory and techniques. They rated the facilitator¡s
presentation ski1ls as very good.

The trainees r¡/ere asked to rate the in-servj-ce training
in terms of the relevance of the content to the workplace.

Two items had been included in the questionnaire form to
address this variabl-e. Ninety-one percent of the staff rated

the in-service training programs as very comprehensive and

seventy-three percent rated the concepts presented as having

a high degree of applicability to their jobs.

llhen asked to rate the degree to which the training had

facilitated a shift to a systemic approach, eighty-nine

percent of the respondents rated the shift as significant. fn

rating the format of the in-services, ninety-one percent of

the respondents indicated that they l-iked the format and all
participants indicated that they found the presentations to be

clear and easy to understand.

Staff were asked to respond to questions regarding the

quality of instruction and the facilitatorrs skills ín

answering questions and leading d.iscussion during the
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presentations. AII of the trainees rated the facilitator as

highly skil-Ied in both areas.

Staff offered several suggestions regarding methods to

improve the training. In this regard, many indicated a desire

for further opportunities for training. One staff mernber

commented that the reading material- was too dry.
(

Component 3 : Developing a Farnily Àssessment Guide

The suggestion to develop a Farnily Assessment Guide as an

activity of this practicum tlas initiated by the chair of my

practicum committee. Dr. Trute anticipated that an assessment

guide would be an asset to both the staff of the Community

Living Program and me during the time that I would be

providing consultation to staff members on family-focused

assessment. It would serve to facilitate standardized family

assessment across the program in that it would provide a

common map for a]t staff members to follow and it woul-d

provide a format which would support staff experimentation

with the application of newly acquired skiIIs, both during and

outside of the consultation sessions. Dr. Trute and I

speculated that the assessment guide would be of use if it net

one basic criterion, that is, it would need to have relevance

for practitioners who hlere at a beginning stage in the

development of the conceptual, perceptual and executive skills

related to a systemic assessment of fanily functioning.

Ideally, it would need to have the capacity to answer the
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following questions for practitioners : l-) what are the

benefits of family-focused assessrnent within the context of a

community services program 2) when is an assessment of

farnily functioning indicated and 3) what is the process of

assessment ?

I determined that four major factors needed to be

considered in the development of a prototype of the guide.

The first related to the professional literature in the areas

of family care and family adjustment to childhood disability.

Information which was relevant to a functional assessment of

the population of interest needed to be identified and then

weíghted in terms of clinical importance. The second major

factor hras related to the assumption that there is some

recognizable form and order to the assessment process by which

practitioners can demonstrate a logical flow of .facts and

observations towards the developrnent of hypotheses and related

plans of action. $Iith respect to this, ily goal was to

facilitate the collection of information in a sequence which

allowed for the identification of relationships among the

subsystems as well as the identification of subsystems

requiring attention. The third factor hras related to the

selection of methods to be used to collect data which would be

incorporated into the guide and the fourth related to the

cont.inuing educational requirements of the staff members of

the Department of Fanily Services.

Once the decision was made to develop a prototype of the
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assessment guide, f compared and contrasted several assessment

guides currently in use in a variety of fields including
justice, mental health and chíld welfare. I wished to
determine if there vrere features which v/ere common to all-

assessment guides which could be carried over to the prototype

of the assessment guide that I planned to develop.

In comparing the guides, I noted several- features which

I assumed could be generalized. For example, each of them

included a definition of assessment which was relevant to the

context of the guide, key points v¡ere highlighted (e.9.,

underlined, italicized), the language hras simple and

relatively free of jargon and important points vrere organized

into lists. Each one had a distinct rrhor/ì¡' torr quality to it;
for example, phrases such as rrdonrt forget to . .. rr or
rralways remember ...rr et cetera hrere dispersed throughout.

Once this step hras completed, attention was given to the

theoretical framework which was to be incorporated into the

guide. Knowledge which I acquired by carrying out the

activities of Component l- of the study (e.g., I reviewed

related bodies of literature, I attended workshops) and

infornation regarding systems theory and family theory which

was presented to staff members during the in-service training
sessions (see Component 2) were to be reflected in the guide.

An ecological approach was to be used in the guide and a

decision Íras made to organize information around the

categories of subsystems normally considered in fanily
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caseT¡tork. AIso, âs a result of revie$/ing relevant research

literature, a decision was made to emphasize : cohesion and

adaptability in the parental subsystem, the abitity of

families to organize and mobilize a support network and the

capacity of the support network to buffer the negative effects
of childhood disability. (Note : A discussion of these issues

was presented earlier in this chapter. Also, a rationale for

the ínclusion of a number of the theoretical constructs is
provided in Part 1 of the assessment guide which can be found

in the Appendices).

Once I established that the assessment guide would be

organized around the subsystems of the family unit and its
support network, I reviewed the family therapy literature to

Iocate a definition of fanily assessment which would be

suitable for use in the guide. The definition offered by

Hartman and Laird (L983) in Family - Centered Socia1 lrlork

P.ra-qtiçe'o ìras ideal as it embodied both theoretical and

practical aspects of assessment and it lent itself to
collapsing the process of family assessment into four discrete

steps or rrmicro-processesrr. Thus, âs a result of selecting

Hartman and Lairdts (1-983) definition of family assessment,

the process of farnily assessment could be broken down into the

following steps : 1) gathering information about each

subsystem of the fanily and íts support network

1o Hartman and Laird (1983) define
process of data-gathering, of seeking out
and of formulating hypotheses which give

assessment as rran active
connections and meanings
direction to action.
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2) integrating the information to allow for the formation of

hypotheses about family functioning 3) developing an action

plan r¡¡hich supports rather than supplants the family and

4) implementing the plan.

The most challenging aspect of developing the assessment

guide was related to data collection and organization. Methods

of collecting data needed to be built into the guide which

r¡rere acceptable to the staff mernbers as well as effective and

efficient in eliciting information about the organization and

functioning of all fanilies as well as those features which

are unique to the population of interest. The el-ement of
rrtimerr vras also relevant here as assessment of family

functioning withín an ecological framework requires attention

to three different tine frames the past, present and the

future. In my opinion, a comprehensive assessment guide

needed to have the capacity to assess how the family had

organized itself to cope successfully or unsuccessfully in the

past, how it is presently organized and also, identify the

supports needed to maintain or achieve an optimal level of

functioning in the future.

As each subsystern of the family responds differently to

childhood disability, each unit of the family and its support

network would need to be considered separately.

Methods of data collection such as genograms and

standardized measures (e.9., FAM III) which have been proven

to be reliable methods of assessing family functioning were
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selected for use in the assessment guide. However, given the

assumption that no one rnethod has the capacity to capture aII
of the information which is required to assess farnily

functioning across all subsystems and given that some staff
members would be hesitant to utilize standardized measures or

genograms in their practice, a seríes of information-
gathering questions were developed to elicit comprehensive

data regarding each subsystem of the farnily unit as weII as

its support network. (Note : The questions I developed are

found in Appendix A of this report. To discuss them here

would be redundant as narrative is provided in the Fanily

Assessment Guide to advise the reader as to the aspect of
family organization v¡hich the question has been desígned to
reflect) .

Once methods of data gathering had been incorporated into
the assessment guide, the logical next step was to provide a

format which would altow for the organization of a large

volume of complex data. Thus, I decided to desígn an

assessment report outline which would lend itself to the

formulation of hypotheses and the development of action plans.

To this end, I developed a series of questions which reflected
the key concepts of family organization as they retate to

fanily functioning and following this, I organized them under

subject headings which corresponded with subsystems of the

family unit and its support network, I anticipated that as

staff members responded to each of the questions in the
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sequence which they had been ordered in the assessment guide,

a comprehensive assessment report would emerge which addresses

family functioning from a number of aspects. I anticipated

that an experienced professional would require a time period

of approximately one to two hours to complete this task.

An issue of concern was related t,o the confusion which

could be created for practitioners who are not skilled in
differentiating between assessment as a process and an

assessment report. A pract,itioner who is inexperienced in
family assessment could be left wondering Ì^/hy two sets of
questions were offered in the assessment guide. Narrative

rüas added at strategic points in the guíde to minimíze

confusion.

Although the assessment guide h¡as incompleten it had

been developed to the point where it could be presented to
staff at an in-service training session. I anticipated that
sharing the assessment guide with staff members would be

mutually beneficial. Staff who were interested coul-d begin to

experiment with the assessment guide in their practice and,

ideally, staff would provide me with suggestions after
experimenting with the guide. These suggestions hrere to be

reflected in subsequent drafts.

Two staff members expressed a willingness to be involved

in applying selected portions of the guide to an assessment of

stressed families on their caseloads. Due to the complexity

of the problems which $rere presented by the farnilies, both
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staff members requested consultation on the use of the guide

in these situations. More specifically, they wanted a rrliverr

demonstration of how the guide rnight be used in rel-ation to
rrstressedrr families. In both situations, I conducted the

assessment interviews. This alLowed staff members the

opportunity to observe how the infornation-gathering questions

could be used to gather data for the developrnent of
hypotheses.

f encouraged as much independent actívity on the part of

the consultees as r¡ras possible to maximize the potential for
learning that experimenting with the guide night provide them.

Both practitioners invited more than one family member to
participate in the assessment and in one situation, the staff
member administered FAM Iff to both parents prior to my

interview of family members.

During these initial rrtriaL runsrr of using the assessment

guide, f believed learning was most, likely to occur for the

staff members and myself if I coul-d convince them to take a

rrhands onrt approach in one of the f inal steps of the

assessment process which r¡ras to organize the data collected

into a written report. Both staff members who had observed

interviews were hesitant to take responsibility for writing
the reports, but were willing to participate when supported by

consultation. Together we went through the items one at a

time following the sequence recommended in the guide. f
provided consultation on the meaninq of some terms. Several
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terrns and concepts, especially those which h/ere related to
cornplex theoretical constructs proved to be confusing to the

staff mernbers (e.9., complernentarity ; individuation) .

As the resul-t of observing the staff members respond to

the questions contained in the assessment report, f concluded

that it was not rruser friendlytr. I attempted to rectify the

matter by deleting the most ttdifficultrr items as they were not

essentÍa1 to the integrity of the report. f also added a

preamble Èo other complex items.

Both staff members expressed a high level of satisfaction
with the finaL drafts of the reports which s¡ere produced as a

result of responding to the questions outLined ín the report

writing section of the assessment guide. This feedback

reassured me that, indeed, the portion of the guide whích had

been field tested had the capacity to be of use to
practitioners.

When I met with the staff for the last time, f asked then

to provide me with written feedback on the assessment guide.

Overall, the feedback was extremely positive, although only

twenty-seven percent of the staff members reported that they

had actually experimented with it. Those who used it reported

an enhanced ability t,o understand family dynanics. Staff
mernbers who were familiar with the content of the assessment

guide, but who had not actually experimented with it, shared

their impressions of the guide with me. Once again the

comments were favourable. For example, one staff member
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described it as rrcomprehensiverr and several others indicated
an interest in experimenting with it in the future

Several comments offered by staff members srere

interpreted by me as an indication that some of thern r^¡ere

intinidated by the guide. For example, one staff member wrote
rrf feel it will be useful once I get the courage to startrr and

another wrote ttdiff icult to understand until put into userr.

To my knowledge, no other attempts were made by staff
members to experiment with either the prototype or the second

draft of the Famity Assessment Guide. Therefore, I was left
with only the benefit of my ovrn editing ability to refine the

second draft of the assessment guide. After the intervention
phase of the study terminated, I rnade a number of the changes

to the assessment guide which affected the content

substantially. First, f almost doubled the narrative of part

L which is the orientation to the guide. I completed the

section which outlines the benefits of an ecological approach

to farnily assessment. I edited the preface by rrsharpeningrt

the narrative and I added acknowl-edgements.

Additional changes involved re-organizing the format by

reducing the number of major sections from three to two and

relabelling them. I added narrative to the sections in part

II which addresses the marital and sibling subsystems.

Regarding the narítal subsystem, I offered a rationale for
addressing the leveÌ of conflict within the marital subsystem.

f was of the opinion that it was j-mportant to re-affj-rm the
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benefits of gathering data in this area as some staff members

had expressed a reluctance to do so based on the privacy needs

of the farnily and a lack of confidence in their skil-I leveL.

I also expanded the section of the guide which deals with the

sÍbling subsysten by listing those factors whích are

fundamental to a positive adjustment to a sibling with a

disability.

f consulted with an expert in the field of education

Iiterature on the format of the third draft of the assessment

guide. In his opinion, the format I utilized $/as weII

organized and easy for the reader to fo1low. He recommended

that an index be included in the format. A sample of the third

and final draft of the assessment guide is included in the

Appendices.

Component 4 : Consultation to Staff Members on the Use

of the Family Assessrnent Guíde

The major activity of the last component of the guide hlas

to provide consultation to the staff members of the Department

of Family Services on the use of the Farnily Assessment Guide.

The goal of this intervention rtras to f acilitate the

development of the executive skills related to family-focused

assessment.

The following constitutes a sunmary of the activities

related to Component 4. Issues which emerged are discussed.

The signposts for consultation offered by lrleber, McDaniel and
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IÍynne (1986) serve as a framework for a description of the

consultatíon activit,ies related to the study. They ídentify
the seven processes of consultation as : 1)exploring

2) contracting 3)connecting 4)assessing 5)irnplementing

6) evaluating and 7) leaving.

l-. Exploring

Goals related to this process include clarifying the

request, identifying issues (both irnpticit and explicit) and

assessing the political ranifications of the proposed

consultation.

So that f night clarify my role as consultant, I met with
one of the program coordinators on an informal basis. She

supported ny plan to provide consultation as she anticipated

there would be educational benefits for staff members who

chose to part,icipate. She speculated that only three or four

of the eleven staff members would be motivated enough to use

this resource.

Upon considering the issues which might impact on the

process, I was abl-e to identify four. The first related to my

dual role in the project ; I was both student and consultant.

As student, I had an investment in learning, therefore, it was

import.ant to facilitate a process which would make it possible

for staff members to engage with me around the activities
related to consultation. As consultant, I needed to ensure

that my personal agenda did not supercede that of the

consultees or the clients. A second issue was related to the
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Iack of clinical resources available in the Interlake area.

I was concerned that referrals for consultation on the use of

the Farnily Assessment Guide r¡¡ouId be rrdrivenrt by staf f
membersr need for support in managing complex cases as opposed

to an interest in acquiring the skills related to family-
focused practice. A third issue related to how accessible I
would be to staf f members. f was based in lilinnipeg and

therefore, would not be available to meet informally to
provide support on an rras neededrr basis. The f ourth issue

related to ethics. It was important that clients who became

involved in the consultation benefit from the process.

With regard to potential political ranifications, I could

not foresee any difficulties, hor,üever, líttle attention was

paid to the political domain.

2. & 3. Contracting and Connecting

During this process, the consultant must clearly
est.ablish his/her position in the role. Activities generally

involve reciprocal transactions between consultant and

consultee. There is a period of negotiations that sets the

tone for the give - and - take characteristics. Key members

of the consultation system are identified as is their role in
shaping the goals and methods of consultation.

The first step in contracting with staff members involved

attending one of their regularly scheduled meetings in Setkirk
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to advíse them that I was available to provide consultation on

the use of the Fanily Assessment Guide. Staff Tárere made ahrare

that participation was on a voluntary basis. fn that none of

the staff members responded to this invitation, a second

invitation was made v¡hich was a more ttflexiblerr version of the

first one. With the second approach, staff $rere advised that

they couLd reserve consultation time without contacting me in
Vüinnipeg. Blocks of time that I r¡ras available for
consultation r{ere announced and staff could reserve it by

contacting the Program Coordinator. AIso, a gtreater number of

options regarding consultation hrere made available.

Consultation \¡ras no longer restricted to use of the Family

Assessment Guide. All requests which related to a farnily-

focused approach would be accepted. The new approach resulted

in four requests by staff for consultation : two hrere client -
centered and two hrere consultee centered. Since the

requests were entirely independent of one another, four

individual contracts were negotiated. They are summarized as

follows :

i) Clìent - Centered Consultation: Family A

one of the staff members requested consultation in

assessing the functioning of a family where the parents were

experiencing difficulty in managing the behaviour of their

four year o1d daughter who hras viewed as developmentally

delayed by the professionals who were providing service to the
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famity. The purpose of the assessment was to assess the role

of fanily dynamics in contributing to the presenting problem.

The parents had not accepted the diagnosis and vrere actively

seeking an alternative explanation for their daughterrs

behaviour. A review of the coordination of the professional

support network was to be undertaken as an integral part of

the assessment as quite a number of professionals were

providing service and the.mother was in conflict with the

school system.

ii) C]ient - Çentered Consultation: Family B

A second staff member requested consultation in assessing

the functioning of a farnily which was stressed. The

presenting problem involved a sixteen year old boy with

Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis. The adolescent appeared to be

depressed and was refusing treatment for the Arthritis. His

mother was unable to discuss the problem because she believed

that she was responsible for it, that is, she wondered if God

had been punishing her for abusing alcohol in the past.

iii )

One of the staff members requested that I meet with him

at the Conmunity Resources Clinic to construct a genogram of

his family of origin. He wished to use this time to consider

his nuclear family within the context of a faníIy system which
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encompassed three generations.

iv) Consultee - Centered Consultation: #2

The fourth staff member t,o request, consultation wished to

meet at his place of work to engage in discussion as to the

relevance of a farnily-focused approach within the context of

his role. He advised me that he had enjoyed the in-service

training and agreed that the theory and techniques that I had

presented hrere of value, howevero he hras sceptical about

applying them to his ohrn practice for several reasons. First,
he did not believe he had the time to use the techniques and

instrument,s which I had recommended in the traíning sessions

(e.9., FAM III and genograms) and he worried that these

methods would int,erfere with establishing respectful,

supportíve relationships with clients. He believed that he

was most helpful to clients when interacting with them in the

role of rrfriendrr. AIso, he believed that the methods that I
T¡ras advocating r¡rould be offensive to some of the clients as

there could be an irnplication that the clients were seen to be

in need of counselling as opposed to support (e.g., respite

services) .

In that the staff member did not wish to draw on my

expertise, a contract could not be negotiated. It appeared

that an intervention other than consultation was indicated; in

this caser êD infornal meeting to discuss the issues which

r¡rere concerning hirn was held.
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In both situations v¡hich involved client centered

consultation, the contracts which were negotiated hrere

similar. Both staff members agreed to take responsibility for
contactíng the fanilies and inviting then to participate in
assessment interviews. Where possible, staff members were to
collect data prior to the assessment interviews by

administering FAM Iff. As was requested by both staff
members, I agreed to conduct the interviews with the families
while they observed. We agreed that briefing sessions woutd

occur prior to the interviews to develop hypotheses based on

dat,a which had been collected. Other staff members who were

providing service to the fanilies were to be invited to
participate in the briefing sessions and the interviews. frfe

planned to conduct de-briefing sessions after the interviews

so that, hypotheses could be more fully developed and action
plans discussed.

4. Assessingr

Activities related to this process include identifying
hierarchies and coalitions in the organization and identifying
the implicit and explicit belief systems of the consultee as

wel-I as inplícit requests.

fn carrying out the activities of this stage, I was

sometimes uncertain as to where to focus attent,ion as there

u/ere several interlocking triangles embedded within each

situation. With respect to the situat,ions ínvolving cJ-ient-
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centered consultation, there were triangles which included

client, consultee and consultant as well as tríangles which

included mother, father and child and, also, mother, child and

professional (e.9., school personnel, psychiat,rist et cetera) .

Thus assessments of hierarchy, alliances and coalitions needed

to carried out at a number of leve1s as v¡ere assessments of

belief s which could irnpede or facilitate the consultat,ion

process. For example, in both situations involving fanily
assessments, it appeared that the professionaLs who hrere

initiating the referrals for consultation hrere of the opinion

that the parents were the rrproblemrr.

5) rmplementing

Activities related to this process include selecting
methods for meeting the consultation request, integrating
education and information sharing into the consultation.

AIso, procedures are outlined to ensure the durability of

change after termination of the consultation.

As was planned, brief ings were held prior t,o the

interviews with the fanilies to analyze the data which had

already been collected. With regard to Family A, we needed to
discuss whether to proceed with the interviehr as the father

cancelled but the mother was interested in carrying on without

him.

I conducted the interviews with the fanilies so that, the

consultees could observe the methods I used to promote farnily-
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focused practice. Where possible, I followed the forrnat which

I had set out for interviews of this nature in the Family

Assessment Guide. I attempted to use the information-
gathering questions which are offered in the guide and

addressed each of the subsystems which are normally considered

in family-focused practice.

f hras concerned that f had taken on too much

responsibility by conducting the interviews myself and by

doing so had inadvertently contributed to deskilling.
However, since neither of the staff members had ever observed

an interview of this nature, they felt unprepared to proceed

in the role of principle interviehrer.

Debrief ings occurred irnrnediately after the family
interviews were completed. There were two areas of focus in
these sessions : one v¡as to develop action plans with the

staff members and the other was to integrate information into
the sessions which would enhance skill development. fn
theory, these would be rrteachablerr moments as the interest
IeveL was high.

Once the intervietrs $¡ere completed, the task of writing
the assessment reports needed to be addressed. The benefits

of such a task as well as the obstacles which r¡/ere overcome in
completing it have been addressed in an earlier section of
this chapter.

Once the reports were completed, presentations were made

to aII staff on the consultation activities. The
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presentations presented a number of learning opportunities.
Those who actively participated ín the family assessments

benefited from presenting their cases to their peers in that
it deepened their understanding of the direction that they are

moving in should they continue to use the Fanily Assessment

Guide in their practice. The presentations acted as catalysts
for group discussion v¡hich facilitated an interpenetration of

theory and practice. There were distinct advantages to
sharing copies of the completed fanily assessment reports with
aII staff at the presentation. The reports, which were

comprehensive and wel-I written, provided concrete evidence as

to the benefits of a family-focused approach. They were also

proof that anyone in the program possesses the capacíty to
develop the skills reLated to this approach as the reports had

been completed by their peers.

Further to the reconmendations which resulted from the

assessment interviews, it became the responsibility of the

consultees to follow-up on them. During the interviews,
families l¡tere advised that my involvement as consul-tant would

be brief and that f would not have direct contact with them

after the interviews were completed. Also, consultees were

reminded that they had the right to accept or reject
recornmendations which I offered as consultant.

6 & 7) Evaluating and Leaving

Goals of these phases include: determining if the goals
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of the consultation srere met, evaluating the process and

concluding the relationship with the consultee.

As v¡as previously mentioned, the consultees and the
clients reported thaÈ they had benefited from the activities
related to the consultation. one of the staff members

informed me that he found the consultation to be useful

because rrit touched on things which hrere important which

hadnrt been touched on before the questions which hrere

asked during the consurtation gave the facts related to the

case a new meaning. rr Staff who participated in the

consultation activities hlere asked to comment on their level
of sat,isfaction by completing a questionnaíre. AtI the

feedback r received was positive ; many expressed an interest
in obtaining access to consultation on their cases in the

future.
My last contact with the trainees/consul-tees \Á/as a very

pleasant one. We met at a staff member's cottage on the lake

in Gimli and in the morning, the consul-tees presented their
cases. This was followed by an eval-uation of my role as

trainer/consultant. fn the aft,ernoon, $re swam in the lake and

barbecued.
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CEÀPTER 5

DISCUSSTON Ã,ND RECO¡ü.ÍENDÀTTONS

As mentioned, the present study was first of aII
organized to provide an experience in training, consultation

and the development of a Family Assessment Guide which

reflected the unique features of the population of interest.
AIso, it was to assist the staff members of the Department of

Family Services in the Interlake Region in developing a

beginning proficiency in anchoring practice in the clientrs
situational context.

This chapt,er, then, provides a discussion of salient
issues related to the practices of training and consultation.
AIso, it addresses areas of my learning specifically having to

do with the activities which rdere carried out during the

intervention phase of the study. Recommendations are proposed

for consideration should a similar study be carried out j-n the

future. Finallyn an opinion is offered as to whether the

interventions implemented during the intervention phase of the

study hrere powerful enough to create change in the assessment

practices of the staff members of the Department of Family

Services.

The Practices of Training and Consu'ltation

Upon reviewing the fanily therapy literature, I was

unprepared for the paucity of material reJ-ating directly to

the specific topics that I wished to explore. I observed that
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a finite portion related direct,ly to the practice of
consultation other than systems consultation whích has gained

some attention during the last decade. Few theoreticians
other than Wynne et al. and Inber-B1ack have made

contributions to the field in this area. With respect to the

training lit,erature, that which exists serves to enlighten the

reader as to methods to ernploy in trainJ-ng practitioners to
develop the conceptual, perceptual and executive skitls
related to specific rnodels of farnily therapy, hora/ever, littte
information is available as to the efficacy of one approach

over the others and even less of the literature addresses the

basic |thor,r¡ torr of training. One must search diligent,Iy to
find information on training procedures which facilitate a

conceptual shift in trainees who r¡rish to acquire the skills
related to a systemic orientation but do not aspire to become

fanily therapists. Notably, information pertaining to the

skills that the trainer must possess to produce change in
trainees is absent in the family therapy l-iterature.

Due to the paucity of literature, one might assume that
there exist.s an assumption in the field that anyone who

possesses skills in therapy can also train and consult. OnIy

recently has this assumption been made explicit and challenged

in the Iíterature. For example, one writer offered the

opinion that the Itterrainsr! of therapy and consul-tation are

dífferent and that different maps and skills are needed for
both (lileber et aI., 1986).
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There are several issues relati-ng to trainj-ng and

consultation which are presently being debated in the

literature. Two of them had ímplications for the study.

First, in relation to consultation, diametricatly opposing

views exist as to whether consultation is a profession in its

own right, or instead, if it is a function of established

professions such as social work or psychology. Convincing

arguments offered by both sides have been outlj-ned in an

earlier chapter of this report. This issue had relevance

during the study as exposure to both positions left me

wondering about my role in relation to the staff 'members.

From the experience of going beyond the boundaries of social

work to glean information from other disciplines such as

education and business management, I learned that an

interdisciplinary approach must be considered if one wishes to

develop skitls in the practices of consultation and training.

A second issue debated in the literature which had

relevance for this study concerns training practices. Since

the inforrnation offered is inconclusive as to which methods

facilitate a conceptual shift (e.9., ttthinking" versus

rrdoingrr ) , I was left to draw ny own conclusions. As the

result of the activities of this study, I have learned that an

integrated approach in training which emphasizes experiential

learning, but also offers didactics when the material (e-9.,

syst,ems theory) is complex, ís an ef f ective method of

facilitating a conceptual shift.
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As a result of being in the role of trainer within the

context of this study, I have made several assumptions

pertaining to the best practices in offering training programs

to practitioners who are seeking to shift to a family-focused

approach. First, it seems that the training methods enployed

are of equal importance to the content of the program.

Trainees are most likely to int,egrate cornplex concepts into
their present practice if they are encouraged to be active

rather than passive learners. For exampleo methods which

allow for peer feedback appear to stimulate learning ín the

trainees and using the experience of some as a leverage point

for returning to concepts which were presented earlier or to

introduce nehr concepts allows for an interpenetration of

theory and practice. Second, I have learned that a single

training package is too limíted. Training programs must be

designed to be sensitive to individual needs. For example,

some trainees are comfortable in a structured setting which

allows for a low level of risk taking in learning while others

benefit from opportunities to experiment with new techniques

prior to learning the theory which supports the technique.

And third, I have learned that self-report is not a reliable

method of measuring change which occurs through learning. It

is of value in that it provides feedback to the traj-ner which

can be used to assess traínee comfort level and possibly even

act as a reliable indicator of motivation to learn, however,

more object,ive measures such as behavioral changes are needed
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to assess the impact of an intervention on the practice

methods of practitioners.

The Unique Features of Families Adjustinq to Childhood

nisability

The activities of reviewing the literature, attending

presentations and observing families who have made a positive

adjustment to childhood disability have taught me a great deal

about the unique features of these families. As the result of

these activities, some of rny prevíous assumptions about this
population have been challenged and gaps in my knowledge have

been addressed.

First, I had always assumed that child attributes hrere a

major factor in the fanilyrs response to dísability. Also, I
had not been avrare that there are predictors of family

adjustment to this circumstance which have irnplications for
practice. And finally, prior to carrying out the activities
of the study, I hras not ful1y ahrare of the extent to which

parental beliefs concerning etiology and prognosis can impede

the development of positive coping behaviour in farnily

members.

Upon reviewing the literature, I learned something about

where to focus attention when assessing farnily functioning for
evaluative purposes in the circumstances of childhood

disability and weighing attributes of the subsystems of the
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family in ternè of their clinical importance.

Truters research findings suggest that practitioners
focus greatest attention on the parental/rnarital subsystems as

welr as the familyrs support network when examining family
organization in response to childhood disabirity. He reports
that his findings give support to the position that marital
circumstances are powerfur indicators of overalr family
functioning. Two of the key erements in positive fanily
adaptation appear to be related to the level of dyadic

cohesion and dyadic consensus in parents. He speculates that
practitioners can assume that as marital- cohesion increases

and the parents operate as a tightly knit team, family
strength increases. Alsor âs marital consensus increases and

parents perceÍve more joint agreement on life issues, farniry

functioning is further elevated. Thus, if logic prevails, it
follows that clinicians are welr advised to mobirize and

strengthen the parentar subsystem to promote service to this
populat,ion. AIso, practitioners can assume that a positive
outcome is facilitated if interventions, regardless of whether

they are primary, secondary or tertiary in nature, are

designed to enhance marital adjustment and parenting
practices.

The literature indicates that social support is generally

viewed as buffering the effects of stress and that boundaries

surrounding the family unit need to be permeable enough to
allow for outside help. fn the circumstance of chil_dhood
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disability, the demand of chronicity of care can result in
extended periods of high stress, thus a well coordinated

support system becomes a rnajor factor in the family's ability
to make a positive adjustment,. In assessing the relationship
betv¡een the fanily as a unit and the support network, I have

become more cognizant of the need of practitíoners to examine

the quality and quantity of the resources available to the

farnily as well as the fanily's ability to mobilize and utilíze
such resources.

In carrying out the activities of this study, I have also

Iearned something of the benefits of examining the functioning
of the familyrs support network. In some situations, a

farnily's inability to utilize or mobilíze a support network

may be related to dysfunction within the support network as

opposed to pathology within the family unit.

Truters research findings provided me with Ínformation

regarding the typical features of the socj-al support networks

which serve to provide support for fanilies with children who

are disabled. For example, f have come to understand that
strong fanilies tend to make a clear distinction between the

role of fanily and friends in providing'network assístance.

Typically, this population demonstrates a high level of

activity in nobilizing and using family members as a source of
support. Thus, in the provision of training and consultation

to practitioners regarding the patterns of fanity organization

of the population of interest, I concluded it r,¡ou1d be
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important for me to attend to social network attributes and

the farnilyts ability to maximize the benefits offered by thís
type of support.

Attending Wright and ïIatsonrs presentation on Systemic

BeIíef Therapy helped me to develop a greater awareness of the

interaction between bel-ief and problems and the refevance of

this to coping ability in famil-ies with a member who is

disabled. Vüright and Vüatson assume that individuals or

families who present for therapy, hold beliefs about their
problems v¡hich are problematic and that these bel-íef s are

constructed from j-nteractional, social and cultural contexts.

The theory they presented had significance for me as a trainer

and consultant. Exposure to this theory strengthened my

belief that an assessment of farnÍ1y functioning in the

circumstance of childhood disability must address the beliefs

that the farníIy members hold as to the reason that the child

is disabled as well as those concerníng the íntrinsic value of

the child.

I learned a great deal from the couples who consented to

be interviewed about their personal experiences relating to

adjustment to childhood disability. The information which

they shared helped me to understand in a more tangible way the

magnitude of importance of individual elements of coping

patterns. Through the process of reviewing literature and

attending workshops, r learned that farnilies who are coping

well have particular features. This was borne out. In fact,
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the patterns whích emerged from their individual circumstances

collaborated with Trute's research findings and wright and

Vtatsonrs theories. For example, the couples described

decísion-making processes which indicated a high level of
dyadic cohesion in the marital subsystem. Both couples

indicated that they vÍere dependant upon their support networks

to buffer the negative effects of chronicity of care. rn both

families, the parent in the role of primary caretaker varued

opportunities to confide in someone about his/her worries ì

and both sets of parents valued respite as an opportunity to
attend to other responsibilities. There were distinct
differences in the ways that extended farnily and friends were

used by the couples when support rÄ/as needed : friends hrere

used to meet social needs white fanily members !ùere used to
provide respite.

In support of V{right and Vtatsonrs theory, both families
shared information which indicated that they hold (or have

previousry held) beriefs which serve to impede the development

of positive coping patterns. In terms of constraining
beliefs, one or both parents in each farnily reported that, in
the past, they had experienced periods of self-blame for their
child's dj-sability. Feetings of guirt were intensified when

extended family members reinforced the negative beliefs.
Parents h/ere able to rfl-et gott of constraining beliefs when

professionals provided them with the support they needed

(e.9., informatíon which caused them to challenge assumptions
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they had made regarding etiology).
In terms of my l-evel of satisfaction with the nature and

coordination of the prevj-ousry mentioned activities and the

extent to which learning occurred as the result of my

participation in these activities, I can report a high 1evel-

of satisfaction. Even with the benefit of ZO/2O hindsight,
there Ís very little I woul-d change. I am of the opinion that
the combínation of activities which ínvorved elements of
reading, discussing research findings, attending workshops and

direct contact with rtstrongil famil-ies provided me with
sufficient opportunity to attain my goal which was to identify
the unique features of famí1j-es adjusting to childhood

disability.

nesigning and Presentingr fn-service Traíningr programs

As the resul-t of reviewing the literature, f acquired

knowledge which ínfluenced the desígn of the in-service
training sessions which I presented to the staff of the

Department of Farnily services. r discovered that: the content

of in-service training sessions must maintain a narrov¡ focus

due to time limitations which generally apply in this
circumstance, the content must be related to the workplace to
be of value to the trainees and lack of transference is a

major problem of in-service training. AIso, I learned that in
order to maximize transferences, trainers must include

activities that demonstrate application of information and
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create foll-ow-up opportunities.

As the result of carrying out the activities of the
practicum which related to designing and presenting in-
servíces to promote farnily-focused practice, r deveroped

skills in selecting content for training which facil-itates a

conceptual shift. In addition, I developed skills in
designing a format for in-services which prornotes transference

of ideas back to the workplace.

As previously mentioned, the content of the training
program r designed for presentation during the course of this
study represented an integrated approach as sal-ient concepts

!ìrere extracted from several school-s of f arnily therapy and

synthesized to form the content of the first in-service.
Didactics such as lectures and readings were utirized and

experiential methods such as structured role plays and

discussion \Ârere used to increase the rever of interaction
between the trainees and the subject matter.

As the result of observing trainee responses to both

content and training methods implemented during the in-
services as wel-l- as obtaining written feed.back from trainees,
r concl-uded that portions of the content which r presented

failed to have sígnificance for the traínees. Vthile trainees
responded with a high ]evel of j-nterest to content such as the

developmental stages of the family, methods of constructing
genograms and standardized instruments (FAM III), their
response was significantl-y less enthusiastj-c to content which
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rÄras abstract in nature (e.9., the basic tenets of systems

theory and concepts related to fanily structure). There are

several possible explanations for the tpassiverr response on

the part of trainees to some of the content. For example, ít
is possible that the trainees r¡rere not offered sufficíent
information to al-low them to develop an appreciation of the

rel-evance of the material to the workplace or that the method

of presentation (lecturing) was poorly chosen. rn my opinion,
it is the latter which was the more rerevant issue. Given the

comprexity of the subject matter, an approach which required
the trainees to be more active during the learning process was

indi-cated.

The methods which r used to promote transference of
Iearning between sessions appeared to be effective. Staff v/ere

encourag'ed to experiment wÍth the Farnily Assessment Guj-de to
develop the executive skil1s rel-ated to a family-focused
approach. staff who applied the assessment guide to their
practice v/ere asked to make presentations to the rest of the

staff on their experiences. This resurted in rearning at
several leveIs: 1-) staff who experimented with the guide in
their practice deveJ-oped executive skil-l-s related to farnily-
focused assessment 2) staf f who did not have lthand.s-onrl

experience with the guide were presented with an opportunity
to learn from the experiences of others and 3) r was provided

with the opportunity to observe staff members using the guide.

I recommend this training method for promoting
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transference as it requires a high rever of parti-cipation by

the trainees, it generates excitement and it all-ows Èhe

traj-ner to respond to the training needs of índivíduaIs as

well as the group as a whole.

Developing a Family Assessment Guide

The l-iterature does not offer information on the concepts

or techniques related to the development of an assessment

guide, therefore, all learning which occurred in relation to
this activity vras experiential- (that is, trial and error).

In carryíng out the activities pertaining to this
project, f developed a broad range of skills related to the

task. For example : I learned to analyze interviews ; to
identify patterns of coping behaviour which may be generarized

to a specific population ¡ L developed ski1ls in composing

data-gathering questions which enable practitioners to apply

research findings to their practice; r learned to corrapse the
process of the assessment of farnily functioning into discrete
steps to all-ow practitioners who are not experienced in a

systemic approach or the analysis of fanily dynamics to
undertake such an endeavour and, finaIly, f developed the

organizational skills (both planning and executive skirls) to
complete the task.

Of the skills f developed which were rel_ated to the task,
I wísh to concentrate on organizational skil-}s in this section

of the report as the task of planning the steps to develop the
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Family Assessment Guj-de proved to be more complex than r had

anticípated at the outset. rn retrospect, r believe that
greater attention to planning at the outset would have been an

asset ín completing the project. I propose thaL more

extensive pranning could have resulted in a finished product

which h/as better suited to the needs of the Department of
Family Services. For example, had f spent more time

collaborating with staff members at the conception/planning

stage, a greater number of their ideas coul_d have been

reflected in the guide. Hypotheticalt-y, this could have

resurted in a greater commitment by staff to experiment with
the prototype in the field.

ff I were to attempt a sirnilar project in the future, I
would organize procedures v¡hich call for the involvement of
the practítioners at every stage of development, as opposed to
the process r employed which calIed for staff involvement

after a prototype v¡as already developed. r wourd arso consult

with experts in the fierd at key points on the content of the
guide and I would spend more time in the field offering
consultation to staff on the use of the assessment guide.

Consultation to Staff Members

As the resul-t of reviewing the literature, f gleaned a

preliminary body of knowledge which helped me to prepare for
the intervention activities rel-ated to consultation. I
developed a greater understandj-ng of the function of decision-
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making as the fundamental difference between supervision and

consultation. I l-earned that the practice of consultation can

be viewed as a series of stages or processes. r ar-so learned

that there are several models of consurtation. rn fact, r was

abre to extract concepts from caplanrs mentar hearth model- for
use within the context of this study : more specifícarly,
client-centered consul-tation and. case-centered. consultation.

During the course of the study, I l-earned that factors
which infl-uence traíning are also rel-evant to consultation.
Tv¡o such factors are the impact of context on process and the

benefits of offering individualized service/programs in
addition to "packagestr which are directed to a large group.

with respect to the irnpact of context on consultation, it was

not until the consultation vras near to compretion that r
realized that the decentralized structure of the program v/as

interfering wíth the flow of communication at severar levels.
If I ri/ere to repeat this practicum, I would pay greater

attention to the fl-ow of communicatÍon between offices. A1so,

r would visit aIl- of the locations routinely instead of
liniting my contact with the program to the main office.

I learned valuable lessons pertaining to the contractíng

stage of consultation. Most importantly, T l-earned that there

is danger in assumj-ng that details which remain inplicit have

been accepted by both consultee and consultant. A1so, I
discovered that the consurtant is at risk for taking on too

rnuch responsibility if the contracting stage is not addressed
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thoroughly. This in turn may lead to deskilling as the

consultant begins to make decisions in isolation of the

consultee and cl-ient.

As was stated in an earlier chapter of thís report, it

\Âras sometimes difficul-t to assess where to focus attention

during consultation. In part, f attribute this confusion to

the fact that I had dual roles (both student and consultant)

and goals which vrere intrinsic to the roles were sometimes in

conflict. In reftecting upon the events of the consultation,

I realized that there had been an isomorphic nature to this

sítuation. Just as T had dual- ro1es, so did the staff members

- they r^rere both trainee and consultee at the same time. As

trainees, the staff memberst goal h/as to develop ski1ls

related to family-focused practice and as consultee their goal

was to obtain service for their clients who rÂrere presented as

Itstuckrr. I have concluded that there vrere times when the

staff members became distracted by the client's needs and lost

sight of the learning goals just as there was situations when

It too, became distracted by the client and l-ost sight of the

educational focus.

Conclusions

I am unable to provide a definitive response to the

question, rrWere the interventions provided during the tine of

the study powerful enough to initiate a conceptual shift in

the staff members of the Department of Farnily Services?rr.
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Several criteria may be viewed as relevant in the formulation

of a response to the question posed and each fends itself to
a different conclusion. If one were to rely on self-report as

a sole indicator of change, a qualified ttyssrr response is
appropriate given the written feedback I received from the

staff members. Upon completing an evaluation of the

interventions offered, the vast majority of staff members

indicated, to varying degrees, that they perceíved themselves

as having acquired the perceptual/conceptual skills related to
a systemic approach. The nature of the skills acquired was

not specified. However, if one uses a more objectíve measure

in responding to the question, a different conclusion becomes

possible. That is, if one l-ooks for behavioral indicators to

measure change, one could conclude that there is insufficient
evidence to support the position that significant change has

taken place as only two staff members experimented with the

assessment guide and none continued to use it after the study

terminated.

Certainly, the interventions offered during the course of

the study had some impact on the staff members, hovrever, one

can only speculate as to what the effects have been given that
a research component was not included in this study. At the

very least, many, if not all of the staff members developed an

appreciation for a farnily-focused approach and are able to

acknowledge that the application of systemic concepts has the

potential- of enhancing service to clients. For example, one
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staff member advised me that as the result of participating in
this study in the rol-e of trainee, he has learned that rrmore

is required in providing service than dealing directly wíth

the chj-ldrt. At best, many of the staff members developed the
perceptual/conceptual skil-l-s related to beginning to anchor

their practice within the clientrs situational context.

In response to the question trWhat next?rr , many of the

staff members indicated that they would be interested in
pursuing additional training in a fainily-focused approach.

Some of the staff members emphasized a wish to continue

focusing on the acquisition of perceptual/conceptual skill_s

whil-e others indicated a readiness to develop executive

skiIls. One staff member made a suggestion which would

influence the structure of the program if it were implemented.

He saw the need to expand the team to incl-ude a social worker

to take responsibility for family assessment. There was the

implication that the social worker would also provide

consultation to the other staff members regarding complex

cases.

In my opinion, further training and consultation are

required if staf f members are to begin to integrate nel¡r

procedures into present practice. While staff members have

come to recognize the value of acquiring skills related to a

systernic approach, it is not realistic to expect that the

recent changes which have occurred can be maintained or that
change will continue to occur in the future wíthout offering
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the form of further training and

consultation. In support of Sluzkits (L974) supposition that
consistency at all level-s of an organization is necessary in
order to support practitioners in incorporating ner¡J

alternative approaches, I recommend that management give

consideration to the suggestion to invite a social- worker who

is faniliar with concepts related to an ecological approach to
join the interdisciptinary team. Idea1ly, this would have the

effect of creating change which would reverberate across the

program. f propose that the cumulative effect of the

reconmendatj-ons suggested could facilitate a shift in the

orientation of the program from the individual to the

family.

I forwarded several learning goals related to the

practices of training and consultation when I began to plan

this practicum. Participation in the activities related to

the study has helped me to acquire the knowledge and develop

the skills necessary to pursue my interest in these areas.

All in all, I found the practicum to be a positíve and

valuable experience.
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PREFACE

A recent goal of the Department of Family Services, Interlake Region has

been to shift the focus of their programs, which serve children with disabilities,

from the individual to the family. This is consistent with a current trend which

suggests that professionals from a variety of fields are applying systemic concepts

in their work with children with disabilities and their families. Seligman and Darling

(1989) have made the following observation:

There is presently considerable interest in integrating theories of family
systems with the available information about chronically disabled persons
and their families. (p.2)

This Family Assessment Guíde has been developed to further the efforts of

the Community Living Program in shifting to a family-focused practice. lt serves

as a map to guide practitioners through the process of assessing the functioning

of the family and the support system with which it interacts.

Two sets of questions are presented in the guide. The first set (see Part ll,

Section B) is offered to assist practitioners in gathering information to be used in

the formulation of hypotheses about family functioning. ldeally, use of the

questions wíll heighten sensitivity to the family and their context and sharpen

"investigation" into areas of strength as well as areas which need to be

strengthened to enhance functioning. The questions that are listed are meant to

stimulate thinking. They are representative of the type of questions which might
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be used to assess family organization and are not meant to be an exhaustive list.

The second set of questions (see Part ll, Section C and D) is offered to assist the

practioner in organizing data in a manner which leads to the formutation

of hypotheses and the development of an action plan. Practitioners need not have

had previous experience with the analysis of family dynamics to use this guide.

This guide may be applied to the assessment of both strong and troubled

families and allows for the formulation of hypotheses regarding a variety of

presenting problems. lt does not attempt to address every aspect of the child's

life. Brevity was a key consideration in the design of this guide given the heavy

demands on the time of the practitioners in the Department of Family Services. lt

is important to note that individualized programs addressing the mental, physical

and emotional development of the special needs child are not included in the

guide due to their specialized nature.

This writer relied heavily on two texts as references:

1. Ordinary Families. Special Children: A systems aoproach to childhood

disabiliV by Milton Seligman and Rosalyn Darling (1989);

2. Familv - Centered Social Work Practice by A. Hartman and J. Laird (1gBO).

This guide was also ínformed by the research of Dr. Barry Trute on family

strength as it relates to family adjustment to childhood disability.
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In summary, this guide was designed to service two purposes:

1. To introduce practitioners from a variety of disciplines including

psychology, nursing, occupational therapy, rehabilitation and social work to

systemic concepts.

2. To provide a standardized format which can be used to collec{ and

integrate data regarding an assessment of the functioning of families with children

with special needs. A series of steps are offered to guide practitioners through an

assessment process which begins with an invitation to parents to share information

in an interview, through to the final step which is the development of an action plan

which may target an individual, the family as a unit or the family's support network.

B. D.
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PART I

ORIENTATTON TO THE FAMILY ASSESSMENT GI]IDE

A) The Goal of Family-Focused Assessment

The birth of a child with a disability is most often an unexpected event which

can throw families into a crisis state due to the many implications of the event. No

family member is uneffected by the event and successful adjustment by the family

is facilitated when professionals in the family's support network view the event as

a family matter. Difficulty in coping with this event during stressful periods is not

sufficient reason to assume pathology without completing a broad assessment of

overall family functioning. Even strong families may present as stressed as new

patterns of interaction are formed within the family and between the family and its

support system to facilitate coping.

There are an unlimited number of factors which influence the development

of positive coping patterns, therefore, for the purposes of assessment, it is useful

to organize data about the family and its support network into three major systems

levels:

1.

2.

3.

The child with special needs

The nuclear family

The family's support system (social support network) including

extended family, friends and professionals.
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An assessment of the nuclear family focuses on the interaction between the

family members. ldeally, a practitioner considers each of the subsystems which

exist within the family system. For example, when examining the parental

subsystem, one may wish to assess whether the parents function as a team in

making decisions about parenting a child, as opposed to looking at the functioning

of each parent individually. Viewing the family in this way broadens the range of

possibilities in the provision of supports to the family. In other words, in the

formulation of hypotheses, it ís helpful to view each family member within the

context of family, rather than as isolated individuals.

Family assessments provide information regarding many areas of

functioning and reflect the assumption that the family is continually adjusting to

new situations and stages. Families must be able to find a balance which allows

for the use of family "resources" to meet the special needs of a child with a

disability without risking the family as a whole. A strong family nurtures all

members - it allows them to function competently in roles which may or may not

involve the child with special needs.

The development of a social support network which mediates the negative

effects of childhood disability is required for the family to make a positive

adjustment to the birth of a disabled child. The physical and emotional demands

on parents raising a child with special needs are best met when the family is

provided with easily accessible information, sufficient respite, assistance in

completing the tasks of daily life by empathetic extended family members, friends,
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and professionals who truly understand the emotional needs of each family

member. A well coordinated support network can buffer the negative effects of

chronicity of care.

A family assessment identifies the strengths and deficits of the social

suppot't network as well as the family's ability to mobilize and utilize supports.

Each family is unique, therefore, one can expect vast differences in families

regarding their needs and ability to have their needs met.
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B) Defininq Family Assessment

Hartman and Laird (1983) define assessment as "an active process of data-

gathering, of seeking out connections and meanings and of formulatinq

hvpotheses which give direction to action.

Based upon this definition, the process of assessment may be

operationalized as the series of steps which are outlined as follows:

Step 1. Collect Data

Several or all of the following methods/resources may be of use:

a) interviews
b) genograms
c) standardized instruments

Step 2. Look for connections and meanings:

a) integrate data collected
b) develop hypotheses about family functioning and the

needs of each family member within the context of
family

Step 3. Develop an action plan

Step 4. Facilitate the imptementation of the action plan

Note: lt is recognized that assessment may have a 'forward-backward"
(interactive) quality as new data is integrated at various points in the process. This
results in corresponding changes to the hypotheses and action plans.
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C) When to complete a Family Assessment:

There are several situations when it is useful for practitioners to complete

a family assessment including the intake of new cases and the review of ongoing

CASES:

1. New Cases:

a) Crisis
b) Non-crisis

There are a number of advantages to completing a family

assessment when a new case is opened to a community based program. The

intake process affords an excellent opportunity to frame the birth of a child with a

disability as a family matter. Completing an assessment at this point can facilitate

the family's ability to ''tune into" the needs of each family members as well as sub-

groups within the family (subsystems) such as the parental, couple, and sibling.

When the family is encouraged to understand family behavior as an interactive

process, the members are given the opportunity to comprehend family dynamics

from a new perspective.

Completing a family assessment as an initial response to a family in

crisis can be therapeutic. As the practitioner asks questions which reflect an

interactional perspective, possibilities for new solutions may be opened up to the

family.
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2. Re-evaluating the Needs of the Family as lt Moves

Through Developmental Stages:

Sometimes it is important to complete a family assessment when a

family is making the transition from one stage in its development to another for

several reasons:

a) Many families receive service from community agencies for a number

of years. Over time, the needs of the child with a disability and

his/her family change as does the family structure. As the family

advances through stages, its relationship with its support system

also changes. A family's ability to be flexible in adjusting to changes

inside and outside of the nuclear family will be enhanced as support

services are modified to reflect family changes.

b) Some families may develop dysfunctional patterns as they move

from one stage to another. Families which are "loosely" organized

or which tend to be rigid, may experience difficulty in making a

transition to a new stage.

3. Families Experiencing Chronic Crisis:

Even strong families have difficulty coping during stressful periods, however,

this population generally stabilizes when supports become available. The inability

to develop stable, functional coping patterns after a crisis may be an indication of

a troubled family. Treatment, such as family therapy may be indicated.
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D) Benefits of an Ecological Approach to Family Assessment

An ecologicaÉapproach to family assessment allows a practitioner to

examine the interrelationships between the child and his/her family and the family

and its total environment íncluding: extended family, friends, other parents,

community agencies, the medical profession, cultural forces, social policy.

The practitioner may need to use a very narrow "lens" at times when

focusing solely on an individual subsystem such as the child. For example, the

practitioner may find it useful to assess a child's physical, social or emotional

development, however individual functioning is always viewed within the context

of the family

At other times, a practitioner may wish to shift to a broader "lens" by

focusing on the functioning of the larger system which includes the family and its

support system.

It is necessary for practitioners to be flexible ín shifting focus from micro-

system to macro-system in assessing the functioning of families with a special

needs child as positive adjustment is related to the beliefs, feelings and behaviour

of individuals in all parts of the system.

1. For further information about an ecological approach to family assessment
see: a) Familv - Centered Social work Practice by A. Hartman and J. Laird
(1983) pages 159-16a; b) ordinary Families. special chirdren: A svstems
Approach to childhood Disability by M. serigman and R. Darling (1999)
pages 12 - 16.
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An ecological approach can facilitate an assessment of family functioning

as it accounts for the following factors:

1. Childhood disability is typically life-long and may have implications

for how family members adapt and cope;

2. Many families without children who are disabled are able to function

without the support of community programs and this independence may be

viewed by some as a sign of strength. Conversely, the development of a social

support network which incorporates a variety of professionals from several fields

may be viewed as a sign of strength for families with a child who is disabled.
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STEPS TO FOLI,OW IN COMPLETING A FAMILY ASSESSMENTT

A) Preparing the Family

Typically, parents tend to use linear concepts (focus on one individualwhile

using cause and effect reasoning) in their thinking/reasoning about family

behaviour and they may not comprehend the importance of both parents attending

an interview to discuss the needs and concerns of the family regarding a child.

When service is related to the child's functioning, parents often assume that only

the primary caretaker has information which is relevant.

When arranging interviews to carry out family assessments, it ís important

to request that both parents be present. ln some cases it is desirable to include

other family members in the initial and/or subsequent sessions, however, minimally,

where possible, both parents should be invited to participate.

There are several statements that a practitioner can make to facilitate

interactional 'thinking" by the family. Early on in the interv¡ew it is helpful to make

statements which reflect a systemic orientation. For example, you may say to

parents:

When a child with a disability is born into a family, every member of the
family is affected. Each member of the family will have experiences to share
about tlris event and may also have ideas about how the family's needs
have changed in relation to this event.
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Family members sometimes arrive at an interview feeling anxious because

they have been experiencing difficulÇ. ¡t is helpful to normalize this anxiety as

many families experience difficulty in coping with the complexities of rearing a child

with special needs. Consider the following comment:

Raising a child with special needs child puts a lot of extra pressure on the
family because of the many demands. This can deplete the family of its
energy and day to day coping becomes difficult at times. Everyone in the
family is affected by these events although some family members may feel
more stressed than others. All families with a child who has special needs
involve professionals in planning for their child.

Orient the family to the interview process by sharing some information about

the format you plan to follow. Outline the nature of the questions which will be

asked and advise parents if you plan to use assessment tools/measures such as

a genogram or questionnaire. Tell the family that you will be asking them to

discuss the special needs of the child and ways in which the parents 'team" to

provide care for all the children. lnform them that you will be asking for detailed

information regarding the services the family may need and as well as discussing

how they may be obtained. More than one interview may be required to collect

data, therefore, it is recommended that the family be prepared for this eventuality.

Avoid hurrying through the family interview. During this stage several

important processes are occurring which shouldn't be rushed:
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1) A trusting relationship is developing between the family and the

interviewer. When family members feel that they are being "heard" and that the

listener is concerned about the family as a unit rather than just the child, they are

able to share information which may become critical to the assessment.

2) The family's perceptions are expanding to include allfamily members

rather than just the child with a disability. This can result in a number of positive

outcomes. For example, it can lead to: both parents taking an active part in

contributing to the process; the needs of all family members becoming clear and

the range of solutions becoming broader as problems are viewed in context.
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B) Collecting Data

It is useful to categorize data about the family and its support network into

three major systems levels including

1. The child with special needs

2. The nuclear family

3. The family's social support network

Several or all of the following techniques and tools may be of use in

collecting data to develop hypotheses:

¡) Genograms

The genogr"rtor family diagram is a graphic depiction of: 1) family

structure, 2) past and present information about the family, and 3) family

relationships. The genogram allows the practitioner to gather this information and

place it in context. lt is a useful process for the family as well as the practitioner

as it may serve the function of shifting thinking from a linear perspective to a

systemic one. Genograms can be updated during subsequent interviews as the

family changes over time.

A genogram can contribute to the collection of data in a number of ways:

a) lt establishes family membership over time;

2. McGoldrick, M. and Gerson, R. (1985). Genoorams ln Family
Assessment. W.W. Norton and Co.: New York.
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b) As a "picture" of the family at a particular point in time, it provides

information about significant events in the formation of the family such

as deaths, births, divorces;

c) lt indicates the present developmental stage of the family as well as

the stage of each family member;

d) lt may highlight emotionally charged issues;

e) lt provides data about the disabled child's place in the family;

f) lt can be used to identify family beliefs which underpin responses to

problematic situations;

g) lt may be used to identify family strengths;

h) lt provides information about the extended family as a support

system; and

i) lt can be a source of information about parenting techniques used

in the family.

It is suggested that a genogram be completed as early as possible in the

assessment process to maximize the benefits.

To introduce the idea of a genogram to the family, you may wish to

consider the following statement:

I would like to provide you and your family with the best service available.
In order to do that I need to get to know you better by asking a series of
questions about you, the family you live with and the family you grew up in.
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As we are talking, lwill make a diagram to help me organize the information
you share with me. Many families fínd this process enjoyable as it starts
them thinking about their family in a new way.

¡¡) Standardized Measures

Standardized measures are extremely useful tools in collecting data for

aSSeSSments:

1. They are standardized, therefore, allow for comparison.

2. They can be used to demonstrate change in family patterns over time

when administered at regular intervals.

3. They are time-efficient; some can be completed by the famíly with

minímal assistance.

4. They can be used as a focus of discussion regarding a specific issue

or as a format to follow during an interview.

5. They can be helpful in pinpointing specific areas for intervention.

The two "tools" (instruments) used in this guide are:

1. Family Assessment Measure lll, General Scale (FAM lll)3

2. Social Support Network Grid (SSN Grid){

3. Skinner, H., Steinhauer, P. and Santa-Barbara, J. (1983). The Family
Assessment Measure. canadian Journal of Mental Health.2:2,9-105.

4. For further information about the Social Support Network Grid refer to
the research completed by Dr. Barry Trute, Faculty of Social Work,
University of Manitoba. For example, see Social Network Attributes Of
Families with Positive Adaptation To The Birth of A Developmentally
Disabled ch¡ld in the canadian Journal of Mental Health. T:1, s-16.
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FAM lll is recommended as it generates considerable data regarding family

functioning. lt provides information about overall functioning as well as specific

areas including: task accomplishment, role performance, communication, affective

expression, involvement, control and values.

It is important to note that FAM lll is a reflection of a family's view of itself.

lf feedback is provided to the family after FAM lll has been scored, the family

should be reminded that the results reflect the family members' own views about

the family's functioning. This is much less threatening for most families than being

"rated" by an outsider.

FAM lll is a very helpful toolfor setting goals as it identifies areas where the

family sees itself as functioning less than optimally. Conversely, it provides

information about areas of strength, and thus provides opportunities to give

families positive feedback about what they are already doing well.

The Social Support Network Grid provides a comprehensive "picture" of the

families formal and informal support systems. Research and experience have

demonstrated that families with a child who has special needs benefit from a small,

dense, social support network which is sensitive to the needs of all family

members - not only the special needs child. Support is necessary to assist with

the demands of rearing a child with special needs.

The Social Support Network Grid is useful in developing hypothesis and

action plans as it provides information about any gaps which may exist in the
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family's support system. For example, completion of the grid may demonstrate

that the child's primary caretaker has no person to confide in or that the family has

no support to provide respite.

lnterventions which target the social support network can be effective in

reducing a family's stress level and improving family functioning.

¡¡¡) The Child With Special Needs

During interviews with parents there are a number of questions which will

assist the practitioner in gaining an understanding of how the family influences the

child and how the child impacts on family functioning. There are several areas

pertaining to the child with special needs which are particularly important to the

assessment including: how the child is perceived by the family, the family's

acceptance of the child's limitations, the parent's ability to reframe this experience

as a positive one, the parental attitude toward fostering independence in the child,

and the family response to critical incidents. Examples of questions to ask parents

to 'Tocus in" on these areas are as follows:

A good entry Point question to "open up" the area of family response to the

child:

How did you find out that your child has a disability?
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Parcnt's abiliU to reframe experience in a positive manner:

o Has raising this child had an effect on your thinking/beliefs about the things you

have always valued in life?

Parcnt's abiliV and desire to foster independence:

o How does the child handle responsibility?

o What is your next goal for this child to help him/her make a contribution to the

family (or become more self-sufficient)?

o What supports will the child need from the family and the community to reach

his/her potential?

Parent's beliefs about etiolory and their ability to accept limitations:

o What are your beliefs about the cause of your child's disability? How do these

beliefs affect your relationship with the chíld?

o How will your child be limited because of the disability? (Note the ease with which

the parents can discuss limitations.)

o How have your expectations about family life been affected by the birth of this

child?

o What are some of the adjustments you have made? What others, if any are you

considering?
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Frequency of critícal incidents:

Families with a special needs child often deal with medical emergencies which

sometimes have a negative effect on the stability of the home:

Has this been a concern for this family? How often? How does this affect family

routines?

How long does it take to get back on track after a crisis?

iv) The Nuclear Family

The nuclear family has three subsystems which are related yet separate. Each

requires a specific set of questions to allow for the collection of data in family interviews.

The adults in the family generally have at least two roles: wife and mother or husband

and father. Children also have several roles in families. Children are individuals

(individual subsystem) as well as child to the parent and brother or sister to a sibling.

The three subsystems of the nuclear family considered in this guide are the parental, the

marital (spousal) and the sibling.

a) The Parental Subsystem

There are numerous variables to consider in collecting data about the functioning

of the parental subsystem with the most salient being related to clariÇ of roles and

parental teamwork. Parents who are functioning well in their role are able to show

affection, yet set limits; to discipline without taking all control away from the child
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(and the other parent) and to provide a sense of belonging for each family member

without becoming overly involved.

Examples of questions which could be asked in an interview to elicit this data are

as follows:

StabiliV:

o Are you able to plan how you will organize your day in advance or do

unexpected things seem to happen?

o Has either parent made career changes to look after this child?

o ls one person the primary caretaker of the child? Does the primary caretaker

(usually the mother) get enough support in looking after the children?

Cohesíon;

o Are there sufficient opportunities for the family to spend time together? lf not,

what changes would address this problem?

o What are some of the ways that affection/caring is shown in this family?

Rules;

o All families with children have some rules; how are the rules made in this family?

How have the rules changed as the children get older?

o Many parents feel uncomfortable when their disabled child misbehaves because

they are unsure about how to handle discipline:
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How have you dealt with this issue? ls it necessary to handle the child with

special needs differently from the other children?

o As children get older, their parents usually give them chores or jobs to teach them

responsibility and help out the family:

How are chores shared in your family? How do parents work together to make

decisions about rules and chores?

AdaptabiliU:

o Many of the routines of family life become difficult or impossible when one of the

children is disabled:

What are some of the limitations your family has been confronted with?

o What are some of the adjustments you have made around mealtime, social

outings and shopping?

Life cycle issues,'

o When you were told that your child has a disability, did you anticipate that your

child's life would be different? lf yes, how?

o What were some of the issues you had to deal with at that time?

o Mainstreaming is a controversial issue in some schools; have you made any

decisions for your child regarding educational issues?

o When children with special needs begin to move out into the community to

socialize, sometimes they experience rejection. How have you been dealing with

these issues?
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Affect:

Mothers and fathers usually experience differences in their emotional

responses and cope differently with their feelings:

Could you describe this family's experience?

Are there times when meeting (child's name) needs is overwhelming? How do

you cope at those times?

b) The Marital Subsystem

Research regarding the influence of the marital subsystem on positive

adjustment to the birth of a child with a disability indicates that cohesiveness of the

mother and father as husband and wife is a key element. Cohesion in this sense implies

that the couple are bound together; it is the "glue" which holds people together in a

relationship.

Trute and Haucnslt SaA¡ studied families which had made a positive adjustment

to the birth of a developmentally delayed child. They looked at conflict in the marital

subsystem and observed a higher level than "r'ìormal" of ongoing disagreements over

everyday issues and decisions. They noted that in strong families, couples appear to

have frequent disagreements and demonstrate a high level of commitment to the family.

Trute,8., and C. Hauch (1988). "Building on Family Strength: A Study of
Families with Positive Adjustment to the Birth of a Developmentally Disabled
Child. "Journal of Marita . 14:2, pp.185-193.

5.
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Many practitioners do not feel comfortable asking couples to answer questions

about the marriage, either because they view this as intrusive or they do not feel qualified

to address this area of family life. This presents a dilemma as research tells us that

stress and coping ability are tied to the marital subsystem, thus, it is in the family's best

interests for practitioners to assess this subsystem.

Several questions which you may ask the couple to assess conflict and cohesion

in the marital subsystem are as follows:

o Conflict is a normal part of family life, in fact, disagreement between parents can

be helpful to families raising a child with special needs:

ln this family, is the energy created by disagreement helpful in bringing about

needed changes and resolving issues or does it seem to make things worse

between you (the couple)?

o Are there opportunities to spend time together without the children?

c) The Sibling Subsystem

The relationship between siblings is life long yet, in some respects, the needs of

the siblings of children who have special needs often go unnoticed by parents and

professionals. Seligman and Darling (1989) suggest that the following factors be

considered in assessing the needs of children without disabilities in the family:
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1. The need for information
2. Caretaking responsibility
3. ldentity concerns
4. Anger and guilt

Practitioners should consider providing parents with information about the needs

of siblings during the assessment (an educational approach). This preventative

approach is recommended as many parents are not informed about the issues which

can lead to the development of symptoms in the siblings. Questions which can be asked

to assess the adjustment of the children are as follows:

Siblings' need for information:

o Many children have beliefs about the cause of their sibling's disability - usually

these beliefs are kept private and unfortunately the beliefs may not be based on

fact:

ls there any indication that the children in this family without disabilities have

beliefs (worries) that they are not sharing?

o Often, children without disabilities in a family do not have adequate

informatíon about the condition of the child who has special needs:

Have you had opportunities to share past and current information with the

children? ls there information you worry they can't cope with?
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Caretaking responsibilities:

o Some children, especially girls, willingly share in the care of their sibling with a

disability:

What responsibilities do the children without disabilities share with you in the care

of the child who is disabled? Do they willingly accept these responsibilities?

(Note if nondisabled sibling seems burdened or overly involved with child with

special needs).

o Some children are reluctant to accept responsibility because they are fearful (for

example: worried about disability being contagious, afraid they can't cope with

some tasks):

What have you observed about your children without disabilities regarding

possible fears?

"ldentitf' concerns:

o What unique interests do each of the children have?

o Are there sufficient resources (time, energy) in the family to meet these needs?

o Do you (parents) have any concerns about the time you have available to spend

with each child?

o During times of crisis, who is able to assist you in meeting the needs of children

who are not disabled?

Anqer and Guilt

o lt is normal for siblings to have feelings of anger or resentment toward the child

with a disability or their parents. Feelings of resentment may be connected to

extra responsibilities they must take on, and/or they may have feelings of

shame/embarrassment regarding the disability:
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Are you aware of anger or resentment in your children who are not disabled? lf

yes, what do you believe to be the cause of these feelings? Are the feelings

expressed in an appropriate way?

o lf no anger or resentment has ever been expressed:

Do you wonder if your children who are not disabled are holding back any

feelings? lf yes, why?

o Sometimes the peers of nondisabled children say unkind things which can leave

your child hurt, angry or even isolated:

ls your child able to share these feelings (problems)? Does he/she have the skills

to cope with this difficulty?

v) The Support System

An assessment of the family's social suppon network requires the use of a "wide

angle lens" to allow the practitioner to focus on:

a) the interaction between the family and the support system,

b) the interaction between the various components of the support system, and

c) the size and density of the support system.

The Social Support Network Grid is an excellent tool to use in gathering thís data. The

SSN Grid can be used as the central focus of the discussion or as a supplement to a

more general discussion.
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Questions which can be useful in assessing the 'Tit" and functioning of the social

support network are as follows:

The ideal support system:

o lf a "miracle" were to happen tomorrow and your support system was transformed

into the one you would like it to be, what would it be like? How would it be

different from what you have now?

Size and densiV:

o Who are some of the people, including family, friends and professionals, who

support you (directly or indirectly) in caring for your child/children?

o How often are you in contact with these individuals? What support do they otter?

Com mu nicatí o n and Co -o pe ratío n :

o Describe the "working" relationship between you and the individuals in your

support system. Could it be improved? lf yes, how? What is already happening

that you find helpful in your relationship with "helpers".

o lf you should have a need or wish to change something about the services that

you are presently using, are you clear about who to approach? ls one person in

the role of overall co-ordinator (case manager)? lf yes, who? lf no, who would

be best for the job and why?

o What are some of the positive things which have happened between members of

your family and the ind¡v¡duals who provide support?

o Have there been unpleasant incidents?
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C) Writing the Family Assessment Report

Writing a report is a key component of this guide as this activity facilitates the

organization of the date collected through interviews and questionnaires. An outline is

offered as a map to follow through the process which may be useful in organizing data

and highlighting patterns within and between the systems impacting upon the family and

its members. The report is divided into sections which reflect the three systems levels

referred to throughout this guide. This in turn allows for the formulation of hypotheses

regarding family functioning and the development of an action plan.
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S E C T I O N 1: The Child With Special Needs

Note: This section does not address the child's developmental progress or

programming requirements. These are viewed as specialty areas which are

addressed by the professional responsible for the educational and developmental

needs of the child. ln this section, report on: 1) the family's relationship with the

child, and 2) the family's perception of the child.

Use the data collected in the interviews to comment on the following points:

o ls the child perceived as having positive qualities?

o Comment on his/her relationship with various family members.

o What are the parents perceptions of the child's limitations? Are the parents

able to discuss the child's limitations with ease? Are the parents able to

positively reframe this experience?

o How do the parents account for success the child has experienced in

meeting his/her potential? What, if anything, impedes the child's progress?

o Do the family members agree with one another about the child's potential

(physical, emotional, academic) and how it can be achieved?

o What are your observations about this child as an individual, for example:

personality and the child's motivation to differentiate from the family? How

does the family support independence?

o What is the frequency and nature of critical incidents? Note which family

member is most affected. Describe family coping patterns in response to

these incidents.
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S E C T I O N 2: The Nuclear Family

ln this section comment on family strengths as well as areas of concern.

Note: Information about family functioning is readily available by scoring the Family

Assessment Measure lll (FAM lll) after family members complete the general scale.

FAM lll organizes data into several areas including task accomplishment, role

performance, communication, affective expression, involvement, controland values.

FAM lll may help illuminate general areas of strength or disturbance.

a) The Parental Subsystem

Observations in this section should not be limited to the child with special needs.

StabítiV:

o ls there predictability in the day to day routine of the household as opposed

to disorganization?

o Do parents receive adequate support to allow them to accomplish tasks?

Cohesion;

o Do family members seem involved with one another?

o Are parents over or under involved with some family members? lf yes,

comment on how this affects family functioning.

o Are warmth and affection apparent in the family?
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Teaming:

o Are parents supportive of one another in planning and decision making? lf

not, who holds decision making power and how does this affect other family

members?

o ldentify the communication patterns - do they allow for the sharing of

information and feelings?

o Are parents in agreement with one another about rules and discipline?

o Are parents able to discipline the child who is disabled without guilt?

o lf one parent is the primary caretaker of the child with special needs, is

there enough support from the other parent and other parts of the support

network to provide respite?

o Do the parents give age appropriate responsibility to the children?

AdaptabiliU:

o Have the parents been able to accept the limitations placed on family life

due to the bifth of the special needs child?

o Have they been resourceful in developing routines and rituals which

accommodate the limitations?

Lrfe cycfe issues.'

o Did the parents receive an accurate diagnosis and were they able to adjust

to it?

o Have they come to terms with the losses?
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o Regarding school age children: Have parents addressed mainstreaming

as an issue as well as the possibility of rejection of their child by peers?

o Do they support the children in differentiating from family?

Affect:

o Are there concerns about the emotional state of either parent which stem

from the child with special needs?

o ls the family's current stress level manageable?

b) The Marital Subsystem

In this section focus on cohesion, stability, and the level of conflict in the couple's

relationship:

o Comment on the frequency of disagreements? Have patterns been

developed to manage conflict constructively?

o Does the couple have adequate respite to allow them to pursue interests

unrelated to their child/children?

o Do the parents present as a cohesive unit?

o Do they communicate feelings?

o Does either spouse worry about finances?

o Does each spouse have someone to confide in? lf this need is not being

met, what coping behaviours have been developed in response to th¡s problem?
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c) The Sibling Subsystem

o Do the parents have sufficient time and energy to focus on the individual

needs of each child?

o Does each child have a special place in the family?

o Describe the relationship between the child who is disabled and the child's

siblings.

o Do the siblings appear to have healthy outlets for feelings of resentment or

anger?

o Do the siblings have adequate support to acknowledge any feelings or

fears they may be experiencing relative to the sibling who has special

needs?

o ls there a child in a parentified role?

o Do the siblings have sufficient information to understand the disability:

cause, prognosis et cetera.

o Are parents aware of books and groups which could be resources for their

children?
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S E C T I O N 3: The Social Support Network

Note: The data pertaining to social supports will be useful in the assessment of

the provision of supports available to the family regarding: someone to confide in

when worried about the child who is disabled, financial support, advice and

information, physical assistance, social activities and respite.

a) Extended Family

o Comment on the extended family's response to the child with specíal

needs. Note changes in the relationship between the nuclear family and

extended family since the birth of this child.

o Are parents able to use extended family as a support in caring for the

children?

o Has the marital or parental subsystem changed as a result of increased

contact with extended family.

b) Friends

o Comment on the parent's ability to maintain contact with their peers since

the birth of the child who has special needs, both individually and as a

couple.

o Are the parents satisfied with social relationships outside of the family?

Have appropriate boundaries been established? For example, do couples

involve their friends in problems with the children?
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c) Professional Network

o ln situations involving multiple "helpers", is someone in the role of case

manager?

o ls communication between the family and the helping system effective?

o Do the "helpers" communicate with each other to ensure smooth delivery

of service?

o Who in the family feels most helped by the professionals? Who feels least

helped?

o Has there been recent changes in personnel which have resulted in

confusion or feelings of loss?

o ls the family skilled in mobilizing resources? ls the family able to maximize

the benefits of services presently available?

o What services will need to be adjusted in response to a transition to a new

stage of family life.

o What services do the family lack at present, but "wish" for?

o Does the family anticipate a change in their needs in the near future? lf yes,

how? What would be helpful in meeting that need?

o Overall quality of support network:

Comment on size and density, example: too many individuals involved, not

enough, is a family member isolated?
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D) Developing an Action Plan

¡) Determining which system to address

From an eco-systemic point of view, interventions can be targeted at three

different systems levels: individual, family or social support network. An action

plan may include one or all of the levels as multiple factors may be impinging in

any situation. The possibility of multi-level interventions applies to assessments of

strong families, families at risk for developing dysfunctional patterns as well as

troubled families. An intervention which is targeted at one level of the system may

produce ripple effects throughout the entire system and this should be taken into

account. For example, an action plan which involves the design of a new

program to improve a child's social skills may involve some family members who

must learn new patterns of interacting with the child to support change in the

child's behaviour. This intervention may also affect the professional support

network as other programs are adjusted to incorporate the new one. ln another

example, an intervention which is targeted at the professional network to improve

communication between the professionals will impact on both the child and the

family in the form of improved service delivery.
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i¡) lncluding the family in planning

Many families want to take as much responsibility as possible for the care

of their child with special needs and seem most comfortable with a service delivery

model which empowers rather takes responsibility from them. Empowerment

helps the family gain control over life situations by increasing ability to function with

minimal supports.

Many parents want to be equal members on the team which is responsible

for planning and decision-making regarding their child's treatment, education and

support services. Productive collaboration with parents is fostered when

practitioners are skilled and sensitive in their communication with parents

regarding assessment findings and recommendations for future interventions.

6

Murray (1990) has identified five needs which he believes are common to

all parents in their relationships with professionals:

1. lnformation

2. Support

3. Encouragement

4. A "caring" approach

5. Help in decision-making

Murray, J. (1990). "Best Practices in Working with Parents of
Handicapped Children." ln Best Practices ln School Psychology ll:

The National Association of School Psychologists.

6.
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once again, the involvement of both parents is recommended in

discussions regarding assessment findings and planning.
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APPENDTX B

EVAI¡UATION : TRAINING AND CONSUIJTATION
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EVÀLUÀTION : TRÀINING AND CONSULTATION

Topic : Family - Focused Practice
Presenter : Bobbie Docking, Graduate Student

( I ) Vlorkshops (March 23 / 90 | June 1-4 /9O I August Z /9O)A) Content

i-. How comprehensive r¡/as the content ?
Lacking12345Very
cornprehens j-veness comprehensive

2. I will be able to apply the concepts presented in my job.
Notatal-l- l- 2 3 4 5 Extremely

3. The level- of the concepts presented was appropriate for
my job.
Notatall 1, 2 3 4 5 Extremely

4. What part of the materíal r¡ras particularly relevant to
your work ?

5. To what extent did the training contribute your learning
to think about families systemically ?
Notatall- I 2 3 4 5 Extremely

6. Place yourself on the following scal-e as to where you
were in your systemJ-c understanding of families :
ïn January, l-990 l_ 2 3 4 5
InAugust,1990 1 2 3 4 5

7 . Vühat r¡ras your main learning ?

8. Did you like how the workshops vrere outlined ?
VES:NO:
Comments :
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B) Process

1-. Rate how clear and understandabl-e the presentations l^rere.
Notatall l- 2 3 4 5 Extremely

2. Rate the quality of instruction.
Poort2345Excellent

3. How wel-l- did the presenter handle questions and other
matters of discussion ?
Poorl-2345Excellent

4. Your overal-I comfort during the traíning.
Poor12345Excellent

5. Suggestions on how the training might have been improved.

(II) Consultation

1. Rate how helpful you found this process (consultation).
Unhelpful l- 2 3 4 5 Veryhelpful
Comments :

2. Did you receive sufficient inforrnation and/or support
from the consultant ?

3. Vüould you like further opportunities to consult ?

(TII) Family Assessrnent Guideline

1-. Have you used the Family Assessment Guídeline ?
yes:_no:_

If ilo, please give your general impression of the outline.

If yes, please describe your experience.
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2. Please comment on your reaction to the overall process
( including trai-nj-ng, consultation, readÍng materials, FAM,
Social Support Network forn).

(IV) What Next ?

Vlhat learning opportunitíes would you like to have made
availabl-e next fall ?

(V) Additional Comments :

Thank you for respondíng to this evaluation.
It has been a pleasure to be invol-ved with this team.

Bobbie Docking
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